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MORISON'S PILLS.

HYGEIAN DISPENSARY OF THE BRITISH COLLEGE OF HEALTH, No. 38, PARIS STREET, EXETER.

SUPPORTED BY VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS.

PATRONS:--JAMES MORISON, THE HYGEIST.

GENERAL FARQUHAR, Early Bank, Perth.

PATRONESSES:--LADY SOPHIA GREY, Ashton Hayes, Chester.

Mrs. CHARLES GORDEN, Wiscombe Park, Devon.

Cases of Cure performed by Morison's Pills, under the superintendence of Richard Tottih, Esq.,

Member of the Royal College of Surgeons, London.

Extra Symonds, of Mount Radford, aged 25, cured of hysteria.

Mary Anne May, of Heavitree, aged 17, cured of hysteria.

Anne Layman, of Willock's-buildings, Exeter, aged 38, cured of a rheumatic affection.

John Urester, of High-street, Exeter, aged 60, cured of a complication of disorders.

Janetin Tonkin, of Erwick, near Exeter, aged 45, cured of an ulceration in both legs, of fifteen years' standing.

Grace Slater, aged 28, cured of abdominal dropsy.

John Bending, of Broad Clift, near Exeter, cured of palpitation of the heart.

(Red Paper, to be cancelled after use.)

Richard Tottill, Heavitree, near Exeter.

ASTONISHING SALE OF MORISON'S PILLS.

The following calculation is made from the evidence given by Mr. Joseph Wing, clerk to the Stamp Office, Somerset House, London, on the trial of Morison against Harmer, the proprietor of the Weekly Dispatch. That gentlemen stated, that in a period of six years (part only of the time that Morison's Pills have been before the public), the number of stamps delivered for that medicine amounted to three millions nine hundred and one thousand; disposed of as follows:—1,000,000 stamps for boxes, at 1s. 1d. each; 1,000,000 stamps for boxes, at 1s. 9d. each; 400,000 stamps for boxes, at 4s. 6d. each; 500,000 stamps for boxes, at 11s. 6d. each; 201,000 stamps for powders. Stamps, 3,901,000. Total number of pills, 500,000,000. Thus it appears, that in a period of six years, the above enormous quantity of Morison's Pills has been consumed, amounting to five hundred and ninety millions.

HYDROPHOBIA CURABLE.

This frightful malady has hitherto baffled all medical science and treatment. Everything has been tried but the right thing, as not according with medical doctrines. Although the Hygeian treatment has not yet to boast of any case of cure of Hydrophobia, nevertheless Mr. Morison, the Hygeist, has a strong conviction, that it would be successful if persevered with. Trial alone can decide; reasoning from analogy confirms this. By the Hygeian treatment, all poisonous virus is sucked or pumped out of the blood. This, very probably, may be a cure for Hydrophobia, the blood having become contaminated by a process similar to that of inoculation. Mr. Morison considers it his duty towards posterity, to give all publicity to his opinions on this subject, in the hope that some liberal and humane doctors may one day give it a fair trial.

INFLAMMATION.

To discover and expose to the world the nature and cause of Inflammation, and from thence to deduce a certain cure, proved so by experience, is to be considered one of the greatest benefits that can be bestowed on mankind—if so it be, that health and exemption from chronic infirmities and premature death are still ranked as the greatest blessings, the Hygeian Theory assigns all inflammations to impurity of the blood. The practice has established the fact that vegetable purgation can alone be depended on as a real cure. The public would be astonished if made sensible of the fatal consequences of inflammation when treated according to present medical routine.

CAUTION TO PURCHASERS OF MORISON'S PILLS.

To prevent impositions the Honourable Commissioners of Stamps have directed the words "Morison's Universal Medicines" to be engraved on the Government Stamps in white letters upon a red ground, without which none are genuine; and the public are further cautioned against purchasing the medicines of any but the regularly appointed Agents to the British College of Health, as many spurious imitations are now in circulation.

JAMES MORISON, THE HYGEIST.
THE NICKLEBY ADVERTISER.

Now publishing, in Weekly Numbers, price One Penny, and in Monthly Parts, price Sixpence, a new Work, entitled

THE WONDERS OF THE WORLD
IN NATURE, ART, AND MIND.

EDITED BY HENRY INCE, M.A.,
Assisted by R. MUDIE, Esq., B. CLARKE, Esq., Dr. M——, and other eminent literary characters.

The Work will be embellished with spirited Engravings, derived from authentic sources, which, if regarded as highly finished specimens of art, or vivid pictorial illustrations of the subjects, will, we trust, be found superior to most contemporary productions.

Nos. XIV. and XV. will contain a Steel Plate of a Geological Map of England.

CRITICISMS.

"A cheap collection of curious matter, which is very amusing and very instructive." — Literary Gaz.

"This publication promises to add many valuable contributions to the previous acquisitions of the inquiring mind. There are a great variety of pleasing and instructive articles, and it carried on with the spirit that has influenced the first part, the undertaking cannot fail to requite both editor and publisher." — Weekly True Sun.

"We can recommend the 'Wonders of the World' to all. It is well written, and abounds in entertainment. Amid its other merits is its cheapness." — Sunday Times.

"We have not seen any cheap work got up in a better or more liberal manner; it is free from fiction or any theory that would tend to contaminate the morals of either sex."

Just published, Parts I. and II., price 1s. each, to be completed in Eight.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO NICHOLAS NICKLEBY,
BY PETER PALETTE.

"And capital illustrations they are. Those who are subscribers to Boz's work will lose half the zest of Nickleby's story if they fail to take Peter Palette." — Weekly True Sun.

"These plates are truly illustrations to Boz's talented work; we think Peter Palette a clever fellow." — Weekly True Sun.

Part III. will be published October 1st.

On the 23d of September will be published, size 15 inches by 11, price on a sheet only 2s. coloured, or mounted in case 4s. 6d.

GILBERT'S GEOLOGICAL MAP OF ENGLAND AND WALES,
WITH A BOOK OF DESCRIPTIVE LETTER-PRESS.

The Proprietor confidently anticipates an extensive sale for this Map, its accuracy, beauty, and cheapness, he feels assured will command it.

Also, on the 30th of November will be published, uniform with the above,

GILBERT'S RAILWAY MAP OF ENGLAND AND WALES,
WITH DESCRIPTIVE LETTER-PRESS.

London: published by the Proprietor, E. GRATTAN, 51, PATERNOSTER ROW, And sold by all Booksellers.
ROAD BOOKS FOR GREAT BRITAIN
AND IRELAND.
Just published, 5th edition, 9s. 6d., or with 500 Copperplate, 12s. 6d. bd.
LEIGH'S NEW POCKET ROUTE BOOK OF ENGLAND AND WALES; to which are added, Plans of Pleasure Tours to the most picturesque parts of the Country.
LEIGH'S NEW ROYAL BOOK OF SCOTLAND; with Map, &c., 9s. bd.
NEW ROYAL BOOK OF IRELAND; with Map, &c., 10s. 6d. bd.
NEW ROYAL MAP OF ENGLAND, WALES, AND SCOTLAND, 15s., can-
vas, &c., 14s.
GUIDE TO THE LAKES; with Maps, 7s.
GUIDE TO WALES AND MONMOUTHSHIRE; with Map, 9s.
ROBERTS'S WELSH INTERPRETER, 3s. 6d.

Works on Musical Education.
Just published, in 8vo, price 2s. 6d., illustrated with 36 Engravings, accompanied with a list of the principal Nurserymen in London, and Gardeners who have been successful in the various Horticultural exhibitions.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, HORTICULTURISTS, &c.
Just published, in 8vo, price 2s. 6d., illustrated with 36 Engravings, accompanied with a list of the principal Nurserymen in London, and Gardeners who have been successful in the various Horticultural exhibitions.

A Practical Treatise on the Materials used in the construction of Hothouses, Greenhouses, and other Horticultural Buildings, and on the various modes of heating such erections, made during 15 years' experience in her Majesty's Royal Botanic Garden, Kew, &c., and as head-gardener to the Duke of Northumberland, at Sion House, by J. Thomson, Nurseryman, Landscape Gardener, and House designer, and Inventor of the improved oval Wrought-Iron Boiler, for heating Conservatories, Hothouses, Churches, and all other buildings; address, J. Thomas, Nurseryman and Landscape Gardener, Crayford, Surrey.

London: Richard Groombridge, 6, Pater-Row, Paternoster Row.

Just published, price 3d., or 16s. per Hundred, for gratuitous Distribution.

Tee-totalism, absurd in its Object, and censurable in its Agency. A Letter to the Right Hon. Earl Stanhope, President of the New British and Foreign Temperance Society. By L. C. Y.
London: Published by E. Grinton, 51, Paternoster-row.

Uniform in size and price with "Nicholas Nickleby."

To be published on the 1st of October, 1838, and to be continued Monthly, through Twenty Numbers.

Seymour's Pictorial Legacy: being the Life and Adventures of "Turner, Humphra, Esq." Edited by "Laflinor." Illustrated each month by Two of the Posthumous Sketches of the celebrated Seymour, now in possession of his Widow, to be beautifully executed on stone by Flanet. The First Number will also be embellished by a faithful Portrait of Seymour, in addition to the two illustrative Sketches. The Wrapper designed by George Cruikshank. Published by Sherwood, Gilbert, and Piper.

This day is published, 8vo, cloth, with Plates, price 1s.

Intermarriage; or the Mode in which, and the Causes why, Beauty, Health, and Inheritance result from certain Unions, and Deformity, Disease, and Insanity from others; demonstrated by delineations of the structure and form, and descriptions of the functions and capacities, which such parent, in every pair, bestows on children, in conformity with certain natural laws, and by an account of corresponding effects in the breeding of animals. Illustrated by drawings of parents and progeny, by Alexander Walker.

On the subjects of the work the observations of several scientific and literary men are inserted, having been for that purpose communicated to the author.


Just published, price 2s.

Plain Advice to All Persons Going to Law; addressed to the Common Sense and the Pockets of all Suits in Courts of Justice. "Vigilantes non dormientibus insipientes Leges." "Who would of law advantage take, Must keep their senses wide awake." Martin of Tours.

Pelham Richardson, 53, Corduilly; and Charles Till, Fleet Street.

Just published, handsomely got up, 5s.

De Porquet's French and English Dictionary, with Tables of Monosyllables, Weights, and Measures, 5th Edition. Also, French Genders and Prepositions, with a Complete Vocabulary, in two colours, 3s. 6d. Dito, in black, 2s. 6d.

Key, or Partie Francaise, with Grammatical Annotations on the Sequel to Téroux, or Turning English Idioms into French, at sight.

Nouvelles Conversations Palissiennes, or Chit-Chat des Salons, French and English, pp. 430, price 3s. 6d. Third Edition.

Premier Cours de Littérature, from Malherbe to Voltaire, with Notes, or French Poetical Gift, with numerous Portraits, 6s. 6d.

The same, silk and gilt, 4s. 6d.

London: De Porquet, Publisher, 11, Tavistock-street, Covent Garden, and all Booksellers.

Hand-books for the Million.
Price One Shilling each, in cloth, gilt edges.

The Hand-book of Archery is now ready, with a View of a Bow-Measuring, engraved on Steel.

The Chess-player's Hand-Book is nearly ready.

The Angler's Hand-book.

The Whist-player's Hand-Book.

The Cricketer's Hand-book.

The Swimmer's Hand-book.

Short Hints on Short-hand.

Several others on popular subjects are in course of preparation.

London: Robert Tyas, 26, Cheapside; Edinburgh: J. Menzies; and Machen and Co., Dublin.
KINDNESS IN WOMAN.

KATE LESLIE,
AND ANOTHER TALE. IN THREE VOLUMES,

BY THOMAS HAYNES BAYLY.

"Kate Leslie" is a sweet story, told in a delicate and feeling manner. "David Dumps" is a very pleasant and laudatory-moving tale."—Fraser's Magazine.

"These Tales do great credit to Haynes Bayly's talent as a novelist."—John Bull.

"The story of 'Kate Leslie' is told with the most touching pathos, and her character sustained in all its womanly beauty to the last."—Literary Gazette.

"Haynes Bayly, the lyricist of fashion, and her satirist too."—London and Westminster Review.

"The character of 'Kate Leslie' is exquisitely drawn. Mrs. Dodd is a perfect portrait; the description of the first love scene, and the struggles of the pure-hearted and deceived, are touched with innate truth."—Atlas.

"Mr. Haynes Bayly's name, winged by some hundreds of the most popular songs of our time, here comes before us as a novelist, as kindly in heart and pleasantly easy in manner as ever."—Athenaeum.

"Any one who can relish broad farce will do well to procure the third volume of these tales."—Spectator.

"Mr. Haynes Bayly has been long esteemed as a writer of Lyrical Ballads, and we have no doubt whatever of his becoming one of the most popular novel writers of the day."—National Magazine.

"This tale of 'Kate Leslie' penetrates some of those springs of feeling which lie the deepest, and develop an acquaintance with nature, which places Mr. Bayly's talents in a new and unexpected light."—Court Magazine.

"There are scenes of passion and deep pathos in this story; it is full of interest, and in particular deserves praise for the skilful way in which its characters are drawn."—Sun.

"The two first volumes form one story and the third another, each very different from the other; both amusing, one serious, the other gay."—Courier.

"The pleasure we have ever derived from the perusal of Mr. Haynes Bayly's charming songs, made us hail with more than ordinary gratification the announcement of a prose work from the same pen. The ability he displays entitles him to all the fame that belongs to our best novel writers. 'Kate Leslie' is an exquisite sketch of fancy and feeling, full of life and reality."—Sunday Times.

"Mr. Haynes Bayly, one of the very best lively song writers of the day—no slight praise."—Quarterly Review.

PUBLISHED BY RICHARD BENTLEY, 8, NEW BURLINGTON STREET.

NOW READY.

FORES'S CORONATION PROCESSION.

THE ACCURATE REPRESENTATION, 60 feet long, price 3l. 6d. highly coloured, or 1s. plain, by Meteors. FORES, at their Sporting and Fine Paint Repository, 41, Piccadilly, corner of Sackville-street, where a specimen may be seen. Also, a great variety of the most approved Portraits of Her Majesty, in Frames adapted to the different styles of Engraving. Correct views of the Exterior and Interior of the Abbey during the ceremony.

Just Published, the Portraits of AMATO, INDUSTRY, and GREY MONUS.

URE'S DICTIONARY OF ARTS, MANUFACTURES, &c.

This day, in 8vo, Part I. and No. I. (to be completed in Ten Monthly Parts, price 5s. each, and Fifty Weekly Numbers, price 1s. each, illustrated by upwards of One Thousand Engravings on Wood) of

A DICTIONARY OF ARTS, MANUFACTURES, AND MINES;

CONTAINING A CLEAR EXPOSITION OF THEIR PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE.

BY ANDREW URE, M.D., F.R.S., M.G.S., M.A.S., &c.

"Specimens, with Prospectus, may be had of all Booksellers.

LONDON: LONGMAN, ORME, AND CO.
The Nickleby Advertiser.

EUGENE ARAM—SECOND EDITION.

This day is published, post 8vo, price 1s., embellished with a View of St. ROBERT'S CAVE, KNARESBOROUGH.

MEMOIRS of the celebrated EUGENE ARAM, who was executed for the murder of Daniel Clark, in 1759; with some Account of his Family, and other Particulars, collected, for the most part, above Thirty years ago. By NICHOLAS SCARFEND, Esq., Author of the "History of Morsey," &c. &c. Second Edition, improved by the Author.


Mr. STRAUSS'S NEW VALVES.—"Hommage à la Reine de la Grande Bretagne," Piano Salos, 4r.; ditto Duets, 5r. London: printed and sold by Messrs. B. COCKS and Co., 2r. Prince's-street, Hanover-square, sole publishers of Mr. Strauss's Le Bouquet, Galops and Waltzes, revised and engraved from the Author's Copies, as Piano Duets, Piano Salos, Piano and Flute, Piano and Violin, Duets, two Flutes, ditto for one Flute, and three sets for a Military Band; also Queen Victoria's New Court Quadrilles, including Le Rouquin, Le Bon Garçon, &c. &c., 12 books, each 2s.

THE SUPERIORITY OF THOMAS HARRIS and SON'S CRYSTAL SPEACTACLES, for preserving the sight, over those made of any other substance, is now universally admitted by scientific men, and by every person who has used them. The following are the prices.

For Ladies. For Gentlemen.
Crystal Spectacles, best £2 8 0 £2 15 0
Ditto, best silver 1 2 0 1 7 0
Ditto, best elastic steel 1 0 0 1 4 0
Steel spectacles, with the 0 3 6 0 5 0
best glasses, from 0 0 6 0

The first choice of spectacles is a most important one, as on it depends the preservation of the blessing of sight. How rash, then, to intrust that important choice to ignorant vendors, who have no knowledge of the Optician's difficult art, and are totally regardless of the injuries their worthless spectacles inflict on the eyes! Thomas Harris and Son (whose establishment has been patronised for sixty years) still confidently offer to the public their improved Spectacles, the Crystals and Glasses of which are ground at their manufactory, and are total and highly successful principles. By the proper adoption of this principle (so important in its results), and through other improvements suggested by their practical experience, T. H. and Son have succeeded in many cases where other eminent opticians have failed.—THOMAS HARRIS and SON, OPTICIANS to the ROYAL FAMILY, 62, GREAT RUSSELL-STREET, opposite the British Museum, London. Established sixty years. N.B. No other connexion.

THO. HARRIS & SON's

Improved Achromatic Telescopes.

Of the very best quality, at prices considerably lower than any other house, viz.—
A Pocket Telescope, to discern objects 8 miles £0 18 0
Ditt. 12 miles £1 10 0
London, EDWARD BUCKSTOCK, 3r. Fleet Street.
Ditt. 16 miles £2 8 0
Ditto, 20 miles £4 0 0
N.B. A distant object to test them with—THOMAS HARRIS and SON, Opticians to the Royal Family, 62, Great Russell-street, opposite the British Museum. Established sixty years. No other connexion.

NOW READY.

HINTS ON LIGHT and SHADOW, COMPOSITION, &c., as applicable to Landscape Painting. Twenty plates, containing eighty-three examples, executed in the present improved method of painting. By ALEXANDER FRASER, Esq., F.R.A., Painter in Ordinary in Water Colours to Her Majesty. Imperial 4to, cloth lettered, price 21s. 2d.


TO PASSENGERS & SHIPPERS,

PASSES to INDIA, AMERICA, and other Extremities, by way of France, are necessarily made very frequently, and the passage may be obtained in person (personally or post-paid) to Messrs. GREENWOOD and WEST, Mercantile and Shipping Agents, 4, Birchin-lane, London; and 17, Sullivan's Quay, Cork.

A MIDSHEMANN in one of the finest Indiamen out of London, wanted. Premium moderate, (Vacancies for which occur frequently).

HOSEIERY.

POP & Co. have removed from 2s, Friday Street, to 4, Waterloo Place, Pall Mall.

They continue to manufacture every description of HOSIERY, in the old-fashioned substantial manner, the greatest attention being paid to Elasticity and Permanency.—Orders and Patterns to be forwarded to 4, Waterloo Place, or to their manufacturer, Mount Street, Notts Town.

STEPHEN'S WRITING FLUID.

Comprising the most Splendid and Durable Colours, and the most indelible Compositions which art can produce. They contain the fullest proportions of colouring matter, and those to whom economy is more an object than powerful contrast to the paper, or durability in the record, may dilute them with water (rain-water is best) to the extent of colour they may require, and thus effect a real economy without paying for the cost and incumbrance of large bottles. Stephen's Original Writing Fluid, diluted with constant rain-water, is superior to the cheap compositions, and is sufficient for common purposes.


HAVEN you seen the IMPROVED STANHOPE LENS, made by FRANCIS WEST, Optician to his late Majesty, 83, Fleet Street? It is mounted in gold, silver, or metal, with a ring attached, so as to be worn similar to an eye-glass or trinket, and possesses a magnifying power of 4890 times. The price is from 4s. 6d. to 20s., and it is superior in every respect to any microscope sold at ten guineas. There are full descriptive particulars sent with the instrument, and as it requires no adjustment to the eye, the most inexperienced can use it with ease; it can be encased in a frak, or sent through any of the London booksellers or news-vans.—FRANCIS WEST, the only original maker, 83, Fleet Street. N.B. Beware of spurious imitations, all those made by Francis West have his name stamped upon them. Telescopes, spectacles, and every article in the optical line, are manufactured as low in price as any house in the trade.

ORNAMENTAL HAIR.

The Public are requested to inspect the extensive and elegant assortment of all kinds of ORNAMENTAL HAIR at ROSS and SONS, 119, Bishopsgate Street, particularly their newly invented ventilating Peruques and Head Dressers, in which the use of both weaving and sewing silk is entirely superseded, thus rendering them the nearest imitation of the natural Hair of any extent. Importing their Peruques, and manufacturing on their premises all their British Peruques, including every description of Combs and Brushes, they are enabled to offer them of the most superior quality, and at a moderate price. A visit to their grand Neapolitan Saloon for cutting and arranging the Hair in, is particularly requested.
LAMING'S EFFERVESCING CHELTENHAM SALTS,
Are recommended and personally employed by many of the Faculty, as the safest aperient known. They contain the constituents of the Cheltenham Waters, which are so advantageously used for correcting errors of Digestion and Bilious attacks during hot weather, and afford a highly agreeable beverage exactly resembling Soda Water.

"They are the invention of a surgeon of the highest respectability."—Journ. of Lit. and Science. "We know of no preparation of which we can speak more highly."—Oriental Herald. "The traveller should not fail to take them with him."—Blackwood's Lady. "They are particularly agreeable, and highly efficacious."—Lancet. "We cannot recommend a better thing than Laming's Salts."—Literary Gazette. "For free bowels, bilious persons, and those troubled with indigestion, they are admirable."—Tanner.

Mothers of families will find this a most valuable Family Medicine, as it is quite destitute of all taste, and is equally efficient when taken in the doses marked on the labels, as any of the common aperients, and much safer.

Sold in Bottles, at 2s. 6d., 6s., and 10s., by H. E. DEAR, 89, Bishopsgate Without, and all respectable Chemists.

AS SUPPLIED TO THE ROYAL TABLE.

HOWQUA'S MIXTURE

20 rare Black TEAS and HOWQUA'S
SMALL LEAF CUNPOWDER

A CHINESE CAPPY PACKETS

TESTIMONIAL FROM DR. JAMES JOHNSON IN FAVOUR OF CAPTAIN PIDDING'S HO6QUA'S MIXTURE TEA.

To Captain Pidding, Proprietor of the "Howqua's Mixture" Tea.

"Sir,—Ever since your 'Howqua's Mixture' Tea was first introduced to the public, myself and family have drunk it—indeed only it, and I have no hesitation in saying that I consider it superior to all others. I am, Sir, yours, &c.

Jas. Johnson, M.D." (Signed)

The above copy of a letter, voluntarily addressed to Captain Pidding, the Proprietor of the only real and genuine "Howqua's Mixture" and "Howqua's Small Leaf Gunpowder" Teas, by Dr. James Johnson, the celebrated physician, author of numerous works on Indigestion, &c., and Physician to his late Majesty, carries his own argument with it, for, where a physician of such known eminence not only recommends to his numerous patients a particular tea, as superior to any other, but adds that "he and his family consume it in preference to all others," it is impossible that any additional proof of its superior excellence can strengthen such a recommendation.

The more rigid economist will also find that "Howqua's Mixture" tea, from its great strength, is cheaper at 6d. per lb. than any other tea, at 8s. or even 4s. per lb.

The tea consists of one kind of black, "Howqua's Mixture," of 40 rare teas all black, at 6d. per lb., being 8s. the catty package; one kind of green, "Howqua's Small Leaf Gunpowder," at 8d. 7d. per lb., being 11s. 6d. the catty package. Both are sold in Chinese catty packages, containing 1 lb. and one-third net of tea, by C. Vassay, Swiss Confectioner, 218, Regent Street, and T. Littlejohn and Son, Scotch Confectioners, 17, King William Street, City, whose names as the sole London Agents are upon every catty caddy. This should be particularly observed, as the unmatched celebrity of these two teas has induced many unprincipled grocers, tea dealers, and others, to attempt a fraud upon the public by offering spurious imitations of the packages.

EIGHT DAY CLOCK, IN BLACK MARBLE STAND, striking the hours and half hours, Height, twelve inches and a half; Price Eight Guineas. Ditto size smaller, Seven Guineas.

THE ELEGANT FLAT GOLD WATCHES, on the Horizontal Construction, with Highly Finished Movements. Jewelled: are offered with Ornamental Silver Dials, Price Nine Guineas each; or with Gold Dials, Ten Guineas each, Warranted.

Watches on the Vertical Construction, which is not quite so accurate, are offered one-quarter less in price.

S. B. The Horizontal Watches, Silver cases, some of the above in other respects, are Charged 8 Guineas each, warranted.

Second-hand Watches, Plate, &c., bought or taken in exchange.

The ground floor, also the first, second, and third floors, are fitted up in Show-rooms, to contain a large stock of Silver and Plate Goods, Jewellery, Watches, &c.; and purchasers will find many advantages, both in respect of Price and Variety, at this Establishment.

A Pamphlet, containing a list of prices of Plate, Plated Goods, Watches, Clocks, &c., may be had gratis, or will be forwarded in answer to a half-paid application.

T. COX SAVORY,
WORKING SILVERSMITH, GOLDSMITH, AND WATCHMAKER.
47. Cornhill, (Seven doors from Gracechurch Street,) London.
LABERN'S BOTANIC CREAM.

By appointment, patronized by her Most Gracious Majesty, celebrated for strengthening and promoting the growth of Hair, and completely freeing it from Scurf.-Sold by the Proprietor, H. Labern, Perfumer to her Majesty, 49, Judd Street, Brunswick Square, in pots, 1s. 6d., 2s. 6d., 5s., 6s., and in Bottles 2s. 6d. and 5s. each, and by all Perfumers and Medicine Venders. Beware of counterfeits. Ask for "Labern's Botanic Cream."

Pierce's ECONOMICAL RADIATING STOVE-GRATE MANUFACTORY,
No. 5, JERMYN STREET, REGENT STREET.

The Nobility and Gentry are most respectfully solicited to examine a variety of new and elegant Stove Grates upon his so-much-approved Radiating Principle, from his own Designs, being the real Manufacturer of them. These Grates combine the useful and ornamental, blending Economy with Comfort—display a cheerful Fire and a clean Hearth—lessen materially the consumption of Fuel—diffuse a genial Warmth throughout the Apartment, and are adapted for general use. They retain the Heat many hours after the Fire is out—and executed in every style of Architecture—Grecian, Elizabethan, Louis Quatorze, and Gothic, agreeable to any Design.

W. P. has a grate expressly made for the Cure of Smoky Chimneys, and will guarantee its success. He invites attention to his Improved Method of Heating with Hot Water; also to the Domestic Pure Warm-Air Safety Stove, for Churches, Mansions, Houses, Galleries, Entrance-Halls, &c., with Pure Air, which may be seen in daily use at his Show Rooms and Manufacturing, as well as an extensive assortment of Fenders, Fire-irons, Ranges, Boilers, Patent Smoke-Jacks, Hot Plates, Brolling Plates, and all other articles of Kitchen requisites, with the latest Improvements.

Baths of every Description, viz., Hot, Cold, Vapour, Douche, Shower, Leg, and Sponge; also Jekyll's Portable Baths.

W. Pierce, Locksmith, Bell-Hanger, &c., 5, Jermyn Street, Regent Street.

THE FALL OF THE LEAF.

"This phenomenon, so commonly observed and commented upon at this season of the year, but seldom suggests any other train of ideas than the ordinary one of its resemblance to the state of life. It seems not to be generally understood, that the human being is subject to the same laws as those which govern the vegetable creation in the Fall of the Leaf. The present is found from experience and accurate observation to be the season when weak hair most rapidly falls off, and hair of strong luxuriant growth becomes relaxed—these evils, though long known to the medical world, were yet without a remedy till the discovery of the Balm of Columbia by Oldridge—the introduction of which, as a powerful strengthener and preserver of the hair, has created an era in the annals of remedial agents, and from its unfailing effects in cases of baldness, has stamped it as one of the most important modern discoveries."

OLDRIDGE'S BALM causes whiskers and eyebrows to grow, prevents the Hair from turning grey, and the first application makes it curl beautifully, frees it from scurf, and stops the hair from falling off. Abundance of certificates from analysts of the first respectability are shown by the Proprietors, C. and A. OLDRIDGE, 1, Wellington Street, Strand, where the Balm is sold, price 2s. 6d., 6s., and 11s. per bottle. No other prices are genuine.

Some complaints have reached the Proprietors of a spurious Balm having been vended; they again caution the Public to be on their guard against base impostors, by especially asking for OLDRIDGE'S BALM OF COLUMBIA, 1, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.

IMPORTANT TO GENTLEMEN GOING ABROAD.

R. KIPLING,

SHIRT MAKER AND GENERAL OUTFITTER, 7, LEICESTER SQUARE.

Respectfully invites the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Public, to his extensive Stock of Ready-made Linen. R. K. rests his claim for patronage upon superior quality and style, at the most moderate prices.

Where dispatch is required, Gentlemen can be supplied with Ready-made Linen or India Cloth Shirts, of any size or quality, washed and ready for immediate use, at the following scale of prices:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>India Cloth</td>
<td>2s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. with Linen Fronits</td>
<td>3s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collars, and Wristbands</td>
<td>3s. 18d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine do.</td>
<td>4s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best do.</td>
<td>2s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night Shirts</td>
<td>2s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above articles made to order on the shortest possible notice.

An extensive assortment of every description of Woolen, Cotton, and Silk Hosiery, and Under-Clothing, Bed and Table Linen, Flannel, Blankets, Calicoes, Linens, &c. &c.

7, LEICESTER SQUARE—Two Doors East of Miss Linwood's Exhibition.

LITHOGRAPHY.

AT.S. STRAKER'S Lithographic Establishment,
3, GEORGE YARD, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON,
Drawings, Maps, Plans, Elevations, Fac-Similes,
and Writings of every description.

Are executed in the best style, with the utmost Expedition, and on the most moderate Terms.

STRAKER'S LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES
To receive a Stone by 4, James 4s. 6d., 14 by 10s. 6d. 15s. by 2s. 6d. 8s.; 20 by 2s. 6d.
1½s. Larger Stones in the same proportion.

Stones and every Material and Instrument used in the Art, on the lowest Terms for Cash.

Stones on Hire, and forwarded to any part of the Kingdom.—Country and Foreign Orders promptly attended to. 
PARTRIDGE SHOOTING.—JOHN CHAPMAN, Glover to her Majesty, has the honour to announce that he has provided for the shooting season a STORCH'S GLOVES, used and recommended by Col. Hawker: also a new Crevat, the patterns upon which neither rain nor perspiration can effect. Six cravats and three pairs of Shooting Gloves sent to any part of the kingdom on the receipt of a sovereign in a post-box. Polar Gloves, the only kind to resist cold and wet, 7s. per pair. Old India Handkerchiefs, 36s. per piece; Canton ditto, 36s. per dozen.—7, King William-street, Charing-cross.

DR. JOHN ARMSTRONG'S LIVER PILLS.

"I care not how I am physicked, so it be not by the adventure of a quack, but advice of a physician, who, I am sure, will prescribe no more for me than may consist with my safety, and need doth require."—Old Divine.

THESE LIVER PILLS have now established themselves as a favourite FAMILY APERIENT, as a safe and sure Destroyer of WORMS in the Bowels, a Gentrifical remedy for an INACTIVE LIVER, and, consequently, as an ANTIBILIOUS, Obstinate sores heal, and the STONE and GRAVEL are invariably cured, under a course of them. The occasional use of these Pills, instead of any other Aperient, renders the COMPLEXION beautifully clear, alut free from Eruptions. Many DROPSICAL persons are never without these Pills. Taken a few nights before a VOYAGE, they prevent SEA-SICKNESS. They contain no Aloes, Gimbogos, or Colocynth; occasioning no PAIN, nor any pain in their operation.

By permission of the Board of Stamps and Taxes at Somerset-House, the Proprietor has had the NAME of his invaluable Medicine, "Dr. John Armstrong’s Liver Pills," engraved in white letters on the Government Stamp, to which he continues to affix, in red wax, his coat of arms, a Tower on a Shield of Ermine and Gules.

The LIVER PILLS are now prepared only by the Proprietor’s new COMPounding Agents, EDW. WINSTANLEY and Son, 7, Poultry, London, in the stead of John T. Edity, of Bishop-Stortford, who ceased to be the Proprietor’s Agent on the 9th Feb. 1833, but continues, by his heirs, administrators, and assigns, by virtue of an agreement, duly stampled and executed, bearing date Oct. 7th, 1837, liable to a penalty of 500l. if he or they ever divulge the secret of the Prescription, or again prepare the Pills, or sell any other Pills of his or their preparing, under the name of Dr. John Armstrong’s Liver Pills.

The Trade is informed that the Proprietor, a Gentleman of private fortune, has directed his new Agents to put thirteen boxes into every dozen packet, and pass the 1s. 1d. size only will now be prepared. Messrs. Winstanley are to supply only to the London Wholesale Houses; to whom, therefore, Retailers are requested to address their orders.

Sold retail by Winstanley, 7, Poultry; Evans, 42, Long Lane; Chandler, 76, Oxford-street; Sanger, 100, Oxford-street; Hamphry, 63, Oxford-street; Ensor, 125, Oxford-street; Butler, 4, Cheapside, corner of St. Paul’s; Johnson, 68, Cornhill; Bartrop, 101, Bermondsey-street; Croydon, 37, Wigmore-street; Deucheboncle, Middle-row, Holborn; Jones, 171, High Holborn; Snowdon, 2, Haymarket; Cool, 259, Strand; McGetrich, 16, Tottenham Court-road; Bartram, 8, Castle-street, Leicester-square; Gifford, 104, Strand; Lucas, 63, Cheapside; textbook; 48, Finsbury-pavement; Osborne, 79, Bishopsgate-street; Fuller, 54, Whitechapel; Constable, Borough; Hopper, 24, Great Russell-street, Covent Garden; all the Wholesale Dealers: and by all Patent Medicine Venders, in boxes, accompanied with the late Dr. Armstrong’s own Directions, and some interesting cases, at 1s. 1d. each.

A.D.—Ask for "Dr. John Armstrong’s Liver Pills."

SIGNOR LANZA, SINGING MASTER, the cultivator of British talent, during the long period of more than thirty years, having been the Tutor of Miss Stephens, Countess of Essex, the late Miss Bolton, (afterwards Lady Thurlow), Miss Sarah Tree, (now Mrs. Bradshaw), Miss Morri, (now Madame Golia), Miss Russell, (now Mrs. Tomkins), Miss Moffat, (now Mrs. Elwell), Miss Shury, (now Mrs. Marshall.) Miss Penny Woodham, Miss McMahon, Miss Redford, Miss Lanza, Mr. Wilson, &c. &c. continue to receive professional pupils for the stage, concerts, or the situation of governess (perfecting them as teachers for schools or private families). His terms are for a single lesson at the houses of pupils 10s. 6d., at his own house 7s. 2d. and for an apprentices 100 guineas. Amateurs who wish to be able to partake in choral singing at sight, may perfect themselves by joining Signor Lanza’s new academy, which he is establishing for the sake of singing in classes, on very moderate terms; being only four guineas for the whole series of fifty-two lessons, one per week during twelve months, payable seven shillings per month; with the addition of four vocal concerts, one every three months; to which each pupil will be entitled to two tickets, besides their own entrance. For further particulars see prospectus, to be had at Signor Lanza’s residence, 98, Seymour-street, Foston-square, and of all Music-sellers; where also may be had the following compositions by Signor Lanza.

"For three ladies—Silently over the sea." 3 0

"Duet. The Hermit." 2 0

"Song. To the Zoilian Harp." 2 0

"Ballad. The last look." 2 0

A grand Messa di Gloria for two Sopranos, Tener and Bass, in a new style.

A CERTAIN CURE FOR CORNS AND BUNIONS.

ALLINGHAM’S ROTTERDAM SOLVENT, which gives relief upon the first application. The universally-acknowledged efficacy of this extraordinary, safe, and never-failing remedy for the speedy and certain cure of Corns and Bunionts, however obstinate and long standing, induces the Proprietor of this highly-important chemical discovery, to add that the public against base and spurious imitations, injurious in their effect, and most dangerous to those who, either through ignorance, or the fraudulent pretences of others, are induced to apply them. The proprietor has received testimonials of its beneficial effects from the most respectable families in the kingdom. The genuine has the signature of "J. A. Sharwood" on the outside wrapper. Sold at 55, Bishopsgate without, and, by appointment, by Sanger, 160, & Chandler, 76, Oxford-street; and most medicine-vendors.

GENTLEMEN’S DRESS.—Every article of Gentleman’s Dress for the present season, cut to fit in the most approved style of Fashion, and made in the best manner, at the undermentioned moderate prices for Cash, at J. ALBER’S, Tailor and Draper, 52, King William-street, Londonbridge:—

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Super Coloured Cloth Dress-Costs, from £ 2 10 0 to £ 3 0 0

Ditto, the finest Saxamy, black or blue £ 3 7 0 0 to £ 4 0 0

Frock Coats, with silk facings, and for a single lesson £ 2 15 0 0 to £ 3 18 0

velvet collar.

Various excellent and new materials £ 0 10 0 to £ 8 0

For Trouser £ 0 10 0 to £ 8 0

The largest stock of any House in the trade of the most fashionable £ 0 10 0 to £ 8 0

Woolcoats and Woollens, made upon the shortest notice, and upon such terms as will ensure future favour.

No. 58, King William-street, City.
A. B. SAVORY and SONS, Goldsmiths,
No. 14, CORNHILL, opposite the Bank of England, LONDON.

PLATED CORNER DISHES, WITH SILVER EDGES AND SHIELDS FOR ENGRAVING.

THE GADBOON PATTERN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Four Dishes and Covers</th>
<th>Four Dishes and Covers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Plated, small size</td>
<td>£7 7 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto, full size</td>
<td>10 10 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra strong Plating, full size</td>
<td>12 12 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Any of the above Sets form eight Dishes by removing the Handles from the Covers.

The Show Rooms of this Establishment occupy several floors and contain an extensive Stock of Plated Goods, Silver Plate, Jewellery, and Watches.

A Pamphlet, with Drawings and detailed Lists of Prices, may be had, on application, free of cost.

ENGLISH GOLD WATCHES.—A. B. SAVORY & SONS, Watchmakers, No. 9, Cornhill, London, opposite the Bank of England, submit for selection a very large STOCK of GOLD WATCHES, the whole of which are made and finished under the careful inspection of experienced workmen on their own premises, and each warranted for correct performance.

SIZE FOR LADIES.

Fine Vertical Watches, jewelled, in engine-turned gold cases, and gold dials, warranted .......................................................... £10 10 0

Fine Vertical Watches, jewelled, with double-backed engine-turned gold cases, and gold dials, warranted ........................................... £12 12 0

Patent Detached Lever Watches, jewelled in four holes, with double-backed gold cases, and gold dials, warranted ..................... £14 14 0

SIZE FOR GENTLEMEN.

Patent Detached Lever Watches, jewelled in four holes, seconds, and double-backed gold cases, warranted..........................£14 14 0

Patent Detached Lever Watches, capped, jewelled in six holes, seconds, double-backed gold cases and enamel dials, warranted £17 17 0

Patent Detached Lever Watches, capped, jewelled in six holes, seconds, double-backed gold cases and gold dials, warranted £21 0 0

Either of the Gentlemen's Watches may be had in gold hunting cases for £3 3s. each extra.

N.B. Second-hand Watches purchased in exchange
FLOREI PATTERN.
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Miss Nickleby introduced to her uncle's friends.
Mr. Ralph Nickleby's honest countenance.
CHAPTER XVIII.

MISS KNAG, AFTER DOATING ON KATE NICKLEBY FOR THREE WHOLE DAYS, MAKES UP HER MIND TO HATE HER FOR EVERMORE. THE CAUSES WHICH LED MISS KNAG TO FORM THIS RESOLUTION.

There are many lives of much pain, hardship, and suffering, which, having no stirring interest for any but those who lead them, are disregarded by persons who do not want thought or feeling, but who pamper their compassion and need high stimulants to rouse it.

There are not a few among the disciples of charity who require in their vocation scarcely less excitement than the votaries of pleasure in theirs; and hence it is that diseased sympathy and compassion are every day expended on out-of-the-way objects, when only too many demands upon the legitimate exercise of the same virtues in a healthy state, are constantly within the sight and hearing of the most unobservant person alive. In short, charity must have its romance, as the novelist or playwright must have his. A thief in fustian is a vulgar character, scarcely to be thought of by persons of refinement; but dress him in green velvet, with a high-crowned hat, and change the scene of his operations from a thickly-peopled city to a mountain road, and you shall find in him the very soul of poetry and adventure. So it is with the one great cardinal virtue, which, properly nourished and exercised, leads to, if it does not necessarily include, all the others. It must have its romance; and the less of real hard struggling work-a-day life there is in that romance, the better.

The life to which poor Kate Nickleby was devoted, in consequence of the unforeseen train of circumstances already developed in this narrative, was a hard one; but lest the very dulness, unhealthy confinement, and bodily fatigue, which made up its sum and substance, should deprive it of any interest with the mass of the charitable and sympathetic, I would rather keep Miss Nickleby herself in view just now, than chill them in the outset by a minute and lengthened description of the establishment presided over by Madame Mantalini.

"Well, now, indeed Madame Mantalini," said Miss Knag, as Kate was taking her weary way homewards on the first night of her noviciate; "that Miss Nickleby is a very creditable young person—a very creditable young person indeed—hem—upon my word, Madame Mantalini, it does very extraordinary credit even to your discrimination that you should have found such a very excellent, very well-behaved, very—hem—very unassuming young woman to assist in the fitting on. I have seen some young women when they had the opportunity of displaying before their betters, behave in such a—oh, dear—well—but you're always right, Madame Mantalini, always; and as I very often tell the young ladies, how you do contrive to be always right, when so many people are so often wrong, is to me a mystery indeed."
“Beyond putting a very excellent client out of humour, Miss
Nickleby has not done anything very remarkable to-day—that I am
aware of, at least,” said Madame Mantalini in reply.

“Oh, dear!” said Miss Knag; “but you must allow a great deal
for inexperience, you know.”

“And youth?” inquired Madame.

“Oh, I say nothing about that, Madame Mantalini,” replied Miss
Knag, reddening; “because if youth were any excuse, you wouldn't
have—”

“Quite so good a forewoman as I have, I suppose,” suggested
Madame.

“Well, I never did know anybody like you, Madame Mantalini,”
rejoined Miss Knag most complacently, “and that's the fact, for you
know what one's going to say, before it has time to rise to one's lips.
Oh, very good! Ha, ha, ha!”

“For myself,” observed Madame Mantalini, glancing with affected
carelessness at her assistant, and laughing heartily in her sleeve, “I
consider Miss Nickleby the most awkward girl I ever saw in my life.”

“Poor dear thing,” said Miss Knag, “it's not her fault. If it was,
we might hope to cure it; but as it's her misfortune, Madame Mantalini,
why really you know, as the man said about the blind horse, we ought
to respect it.”

“Her uncle told me she had been considered pretty,” remarked
Madame Mantalini. “I think her one of the most ordinary girls I
ever met with.”

“Ordinary!” cried Miss Knag with a countenance beaming delight;
“and awkward! Well, all I can say is, Madame Mantalini, that I
quite love the poor girl; and that if she was twice as indifferent-looking,
and twice as awkward as she is, I should be only so much the
more her friend, and that's the truth of it.”

In fact, Miss Knag had conceived an incipient affection for Kate
Nickleby, after witnessing her failure that morning, and this short
conversation with her superior increased the favourable prepossession
to a most surprising extent; which was the more remarkable, as when
she first scanned that young lady's face and figure, she had entertained
certain inward misgivings that they would never agree.

“But now,” said Miss Knag, glancing at the reflection of herself in
a mirror at no great distance, “I love her—I quite love her—I
declare I do.”

Of such a highly disinterested quality was this devoted friendship,
and so superior was it to the little weaknesses of flattery or ill-nature,
that the kind-hearted Miss Knag candidly informed Kate Nickleby
next day, that she saw she would never do for the business, but that
she need not give herself the slightest uneasiness on this account, for
that she (Miss Knag) by increased exertions on her own part, would
keep her as much as possible in the background, and that all she would
have to do would be to remain perfectly quiet before company, and to
shrink from attracting notice by every means in her power. This last
suggestion was so much in accordance with the timid girl's own feelings
and wishes, that she readily promised implicit reliance on the excellent
spinsters' advice: without questioning, or indeed bestowing a moment's
reflection upon the motives that dictated it.

"I take quite a lively interest in you, my dear soul, upon my word,"
said Miss Knag; "a sister's interest, actually. It's the most singular
circumstance I ever knew."

Undoubtedly it was singular, that if Miss Knag did feel a strong
interest in Kate Nickleby, it should not rather have been the interest
of a maiden aunt or grandmother, that being the conclusion to which
the difference in their respective ages would have naturally tended.
But Miss Knag wore clothes of a very youthful pattern, and perhaps
her feelings took the same shape.

"Bless you!" said Miss Knag, bestowing a kiss upon Kate at the
conclusion of the second day's work, "how very awkward you have
been all day."

"I fear your kind and open communication, which has rendered me
more painfully conscious of my own defects, has not improved me,"
sighed Kate.

"No, no, I dare say not," rejoined Miss Knag, in a most uncommon
flow of good humour. "But how much better that you should know it
at first, and so be able to go on straight and comfortable. Which
way are you walking, my love?"

"Towards the city," replied Kate.

"The city!" cried Miss Knag, regarding herself with great favour in
the glass as she tied her bonnet. "Goodness gracious me! now do you
really live in the city?"

"Is it so very unusual for anybody to live there?" asked Kate, half
smiling.

"I couldn't have believed it possible that any young woman could
have lived there under any circumstances whatever, for three days togethersaid Miss Knag.

"Reduced—I should say poor people," answered Kate, correcting
herself hastily, for she was afraid of appearing proud, "must live
where they can."

"Ah! very true, so they must; very proper indeed!" rejoined Miss
Knag with that sort of half sigh, which, accompanied by two or three
slight nods of the head, is pity's small change in general society; "and
that's what I very often tell my brother, when our servants go away
ill one after another, and he thinks the back kitchen's rather too damp
for 'em to sleep in. These sort of people, I tell him, are glad to sleep
anywhere! Heaven suits the back to the burden. What a nice thing
it is to think that it should be so, isn't it?"

"Very," replied Kate, turning away.

"I'll walk with you part of the way, my dear," said Miss Knag, "for
you must go very near our house; and as it's quite dark, and our last
servant went to the hospital a week ago, with Saint Anthony's fire in
her face, I shall be glad of your company."

Kate would willingly have excused herself from this flattering
companionship, but Miss Knag having adjusted her bonnet to her entire
satisfaction, took her arm with an air which plainly showed how much she felt the compliment she was conferring, and they were in the street before she could say another word.

"I fear," said Kate, hesitating, "that mama—my mother, I mean—is waiting for me."

"You needn't make the least apology, my dear," said Miss Knag, smiling sweetly as she spoke; "I dare say she is a very respectable old person, and I shall be quite—heh—quite pleased to know her."

As poor Mrs. Nickleby was cooling—not her heels alone, but her limbs generally at the street corner, Kate had no alternative but to make her known to Miss Knag, who, doing the last new carriage customer at second-hand, acknowledged the introduction with condescending politeness. The three then walked away arm in arm, with Miss Knag in the middle, in a special state of amiability.

"I have taken such a fancy to your daughter, Mrs. Nickleby, you can't think," said Miss Knag, after she had proceeded a little distance in dignified silence.

"I am delighted to hear it," said Mrs. Nickleby; "though it is nothing new to me, that even strangers should like Kate."

"Hem!" cried Miss Knag.

"You will like her better when you know how good she is," said Mrs. Nickleby. "It is a great blessing to me in my misfortunes to have a child, who knows neither pride or vanity, and whose bringing-up might very well have excused a little of both at first. You don't know what it is to lose a husband, Miss Knag."

As Miss Knag had never yet known what it was to gain one, it followed very nearly as a matter of course that she didn't know what it was to lose one, so she said in some haste, "No, indeed I don't," and said it with an air intended to signify that she should like to catch herself marrying anybody—no no, she knew better than that.

"Kate has improved even in this little time, I have no doubt," said Mrs. Nickleby, glancing proudly at her daughter.

"Oh! of course," said Miss Knag.

"And will improve still more," added Mrs. Nickleby.

"That she will, I'll be bound," replied Miss Knag, squeezing Kate's arm in her own, to point the joke.

"She always was clever," said poor Mrs. Nickleby, brightening up, "always, from a baby. I recollect when she was only two years and a half old, that a gentleman who used to visit very much at our house—Mr. Watkins, you know, Kate, my dear, that your poor papa went bail for, who afterwards ran away to the United States, and sent us a pair of snow shoes, with such an affectionate letter that it made your poor dear father cry for a week. You remember the letter, in which he said that he was very sorry he couldn't repay the fifty pounds just then, because his capital was all out at interest, and he was very busy making his fortune, but that he didn't forget you were his god-daughter, and he should take it very unkind if we didn't buy you a silver coral and put it down to his old account—dear me, yes, my dear, how stupid you are! and spoke so affectionately of the old port wine that he used
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To drink a bottle and a half of every time he came. You must remember, Kate?"

"Yes, yes, mama; what of him?"

"Why, that Mr. Watkins, my dear," said Mrs. Nickleby slowly, as if she were making a tremendous effort to recall something of paramount importance; "that Mr. Watkins—he wasn't any relation, Miss Knag will understand, to the Watkins who kept the Old Boar in the village; by the by, I don't remember whether it was the Old Boar or the George the Fourth, but it was one of the two, I know, and it's much the same—that Mr. Watkins said, when you were only two years and a half old, that you were one of the most astonishing children he ever saw. He did indeed, Miss Knag, and he wasn't at all fond of children, and couldn't have had the slightest motive for doing it. I know it was he who said so, because I recollect, as well as if it was only yesterday, his borrowing twenty pounds of her poor dear papa the very moment afterwards."

Having quoted this extraordinary and most disinterested testimony to her daughter's excellence, Mrs. Nickleby stopped to breathe; and Miss Knag, finding that the discourse was turning upon family greatness, lost no time in striking in with a small reminiscence on her own account.

"Don't talk of lending money, Mrs. Nickleby," said Miss Knag, "or you'll drive me crazy, perfectly crazy. My mamma—hem—was the most lovely and beautiful creature, with the most striking and exquisite—hem—the most exquisite nose that ever was put upon a human face, I do believe, Mrs. Nickleby (here Miss Knag rubbed her own nose sympathetically); the most delightful and accomplished woman, perhaps, that ever was seen; but she had that one failing of lending money, and carried it to such an extent that she lent—hem—oh! thousands of pounds, all our little fortunes, and what's more, Mrs. Nickleby, I don't think, if we were to live till— till—hem—till the very end of time, that we should ever get them back again. I don't indeed."

After concluding this effort of invention without being interrupted, Miss Knag fell into many more recollections, no less interesting than true, the full tide of which Mrs. Nickleby in vain attempting to stem, at length sailed smoothly down, by adding an under-current of her own recollections; and so both ladies went on talking together in perfect contentment; the only difference between them being, that whereas Miss Knag addressed herself to Kate, and talked very loud, Mrs. Nickleby kept on in one unbroken monotonous flow, perfectly satisfied to be talking, and caring very little whether anybody listened or not.

In this manner they walked on very amicably until they arrived at Miss Knag's brother's, who was an ornamental stationer and small circulating library keeper, in a by-street off Tottenham Court Road, and who let out by the day, week, month, or year, the newest old novels, whereof the titles were displayed in pen-and-ink characters on a sheet of pasteboard, swinging at his door-post. As Miss Knag happened at the moment to be in the middle of an account of her twenty-second offer from a gentleman of large property, she insisted upon their all going in to supper together; and in they went.
"Don't go away, Mortimer," said Miss Knag as they entered the shop. "It's only one of our young ladies and her mother. Mrs. and Miss Nickleby."

"Oh, indeed!" said Mr. Mortimer Knag. "Ah!"

Having given utterance to these ejaculations with a very profound and thoughtful air, Mr. Knag slowly snuffed two kitchen candles on the counter and two more in the window, and then snuffed himself from a box in his waistcoat pocket.

There was something very impressive in the ghostly air with which all this was done, and as Mr. Knag was a tall lank gentleman of solemn features, wearing spectacles, and garnished with much less hair than a gentleman bordering on forty or thereabouts usually boasts, Mrs. Nickleby whispered her daughter that she thought he must be literary.

"Past ten," said Mr. Knag, consulting his watch. "Thomas, close the warehouse."

Thomas was a boy nearly half as tall as a shutter, and the warehouse was a shop about the size of three hackney coaches.

"Ah!" said Mr. Knag once more, heaving a deep sigh as he restored to its parent shelf the book he had been reading. "Well—yes—I believe supper is ready, sister."

With another sigh Mr. Knag took up the kitchen candles from the counter, and preceded the ladies with mournful steps to a back parlour, where a char-woman, employed in the absence of the sick servant, and remunerated with certain eightpences to be deducted from her wages due, was putting the supper out.

"Mrs. Blockson," said Miss Knag, reproachfully, "how very often I have begged you not to come into the room with your bonnet on."

"I can't help it, Miss Knag," said the char-woman, bridling up on the shortest notice. "There's been a deal o' cleaning to do in this house, and if you don't like it, I must trouble you to look out for somebody else, for it don't hardly pay me, and that's the truth, if I was to be hung this minute."

"I don't want any remarks, if you please," said Miss Knag, with a strong emphasis on the personal pronoun. "Is there any fire down stairs for some hot water presently?"

"No there is not, indeed, Miss Knag," replied the substitute; "and so I won't tell you no stories about it."

"Then why isn't there?" said Miss Knag.

"Because there ain't no coals left out, and if I could make coals I would, but as I can't I won't, and so I make bold to tell you Mem," replied Mrs. Blockson.

"Will you hold your tongue—female?" said Mr. Mortimer Knag, plunging violently into this dialogue.

"By your leave, Mr. Knag," retorted the char-woman, turning sharp round. "I'm only too glad not to speak in this house, excepting when and where I'm spoke to, Sir; and with regard to being a female, Sir, I should wish to know what you considered yourself?"

"A miserable wretch," exclaimed Mr. Knag, striking his forehead. "A miserable wretch."
“I’m very glad to find that you don’t call yourself out of your name, Sir,” said Mrs. Blockson; “and as I had two twin children the day before yesterday was only seven weeks, and my little Charley fell down a airy and put his elbow out last Monday, I shall take it as a favor if you’ll send nine shillings for one week’s work to my house, afore the clock strikes ten to-morrow.”

With these parting words, the good woman quitted the room with great ease of manner, leaving the door wide open, while Mr. Knag, at the same moment, flung himself into the “warehouse,” and groaned aloud.

“What is the matter with that gentleman, pray?” inquired Mrs. Nickleby, greatly disturbed by the sound.

“Is he ill?” inquired Kate, really alarmed.

“Hush!” replied Miss Knag; “a most melancholy history. He was once most devotedly attached to—hem—to Madame Mantalini.”

“Bless me!” exclaimed Mrs. Nickleby.

“Yes,” continued Miss Knag, “and received great encouragement too, and confidently hoped to marry her. He has a most romantic heart, Mrs. Nickleby, as indeed—hem—as indeed all our family have, and the disappointment was a dreadful blow. He is a wonderfully accomplished man—most extraordinarily accomplished—reads—hem—reads every novel that comes out; I mean every novel that—hem—that has any fashion in it, of course. The fact is, that he did find so much in the books he read applicable to his own misfortunes, and did find himself in every respect so much like the heroes—because of course he is conscious of his own superiority, as we all are, and very naturally—that he took to scorning everything, and became a genius; and I am quite sure that he is at this very present moment writing another book.”

“Another book!” repeated Kate, finding that a pause was left for somebody to say something.

“Yes,” said Miss Knag, nodding in great triumph; “another book, in three volumes post octavo. Of course it’s a great advantage to him in all his little fashionable descriptions to have the benefit of my—hem—of my experience, because of course few authors who write about such things can have such opportunities of knowing them as I have. He’s so wrapped up in high life, that the least allusion to business or worldly matters—like that woman just now for instance—quite distracts him; but, as I often say, I think his disappointment a great thing for him, because if he hadn’t been disappointed he couldn’t have written about blighted hopes and all that; and the fact is if it hadn’t happened as it has, I don’t believe his genius would ever have come out at all.”

How much more communicative Miss Knag might have become under more favourable circumstances it is impossible to divine, but as the gloomy one was within ear-shot and the fire wanted making up, her disclosures stopped here. To judge from all appearances, and the difficulty of making the water warm, the last servant could not have been much accustomed to any other fire than St. Anthony’s; but a little brandy and water was made at last, and the guests, having been
previously regaled with cold leg of mutton and bread and cheese, soon afterwards took leave; Kate amusing herself all the way home with the recollection of her last glimpse of Mr. Mortimer Knag deeply abstracted in the shop, and Mrs. Nickleby by debating within herself whether the dress-making firm would ultimately become “Mantalini, Knag, and Nickleby,” or “Mantalini, Nickleby, and Knag.”

At this high point, Miss Knag’s friendship remained for three whole days, much to the wonderment of Madame Mantalini’s young ladies who had never beheld such constancy in that quarter before, but on the fourth it received a check no less violent than sudden, which thus occurred.

It happened that an old lord of great family, who was going to marry a young lady of no family in particular, came with the young lady, and the young lady’s sister, to witness the ceremony of trying on two nuptial bonnets which had been ordered the day before; and Madame Mantalini announcing the fact in a shrill treble through the speaking-pipe, which communicated with the work-room, Miss Knag darted hastily up stairs with a bonnet in each hand, and presented herself in the show-room in a charming state of palpitation, intended to demonstrate her enthusiasm in the cause. The bonnets were no sooner fairly on, than Miss Knag and Madame Mantalini fell into convulsions of admiration.

“A most elegant appearance,” said Madame Mantalini.

“I never saw anything so exquisite in all my life,” said Miss Knag.

Now the old lord, who was a very old lord, said nothing, but mumbled and chuckled in a state of great delight, no less with the nuptial bonnets and their wearers, than with his own address in getting such a fine woman for his wife; and the young lady, who was a very lively young lady, seeing the old lord in this rapturous condition, chased the old lord behind a cheval-glass, and then and there kissed him, while Madame Mantalini and the other young lady looked discreetly another way.

But pending the salutation, Miss Knag, who was tinged with curiosity, stepped accidentally behind the glass, and encountered the lively young lady’s eye just at the very moment when she kissed the old lord; upon which the young lady in a pouting manner murmured something about “an old thing,” and “great impertinence,” and finished by darting a look of displeasure at Miss Knag and smiling contemptuously.

“Madam Mantalini,” said the young lady.

“Ma’am,” said Madame Mantalini.

“Pray have up that pretty young creature we saw yesterday.”

“Oh yes, do,” said the sister.

“Of all things in the world, Madame Mantalini,” said the lord’s intended, throwing herself languidly on a sofa, “I hate being waited upon by frights or elderly persons. Let me always see that young creature, I beg, whenever I come.”

“By all means,” said the old lord; “the lovely young creature, by all means.”

“Everybody is talking about her,” said the young lady, in the same careless manner; “and my lord, being a great admirer of beauty, must positively see her.”
"She is universally admired," replied Madame Mantalini. "Miss Knag, send up Miss Nickleby. You needn't return."

"I beg your pardon, Madame Mantalini, what did you say last?" asked Miss Knag, trembling.

"You needn't return," repeated the superior sharply. Miss Knag vanished without another word, and in all reasonable time was replaced by Kate, who took off the new bonnets and put on the old ones: blushing very much to find that the old lord and the two young ladies were staring her out of countenance all the time.

"Why, how you colour, child!" said the lord's chosen bride.

"She is not quite so accustomed to her business as she will be in a week or two," interposed Madame Mantalini with a gracious smile.

"I am afraid you have been giving her some of your wicked looks, my lord," said the intended.

"No, no, no," replied the old lord, "no, no, I'm going to be married and lead a new life. Ha, ha, ha! a new life, a new life! ha, ha, ha!"

It was a satisfactory thing to hear that the old gentleman was going to lead a new life, for it was pretty evident that his old one would not last him much longer. The mere exertion of protracted chuckling reduced him to a fearful ebb of coughing and gasping, and it was some minutes before he could find breath to remark that the girl was too pretty for a milliner.

"I hope you don't think good looks a disqualification for the business, my lord," said Madame Mantalini, simpering.

"Not by any means," replied the old lord, "or you would have left it long ago."

"You naughty creature!" said the lively lady, poking the peer with her parasol; "I won't have you talk so. How dare you?"

This playful inquiry was accompanied with another poke and another, and then the old lord caught the parasol, and wouldn't give it up again, which induced the other lady to come to the rescue, and some very pretty sportiveness ensued.

"You will see that those little alterations are made, Madame Mantalini," said the lady. "Nay, my lord, you positively shall go first; I wouldn't leave you behind with that pretty girl, not for half a second. I know you too well. Jane, my dear, let him go first, and we shall be quite sure of him."

The old lord, evidently much flattered by this suspicion, bestowed a grotesque leer upon Kate as he passed, and receiving another tap with the parasol for his wickedness, tottered down stairs to the door, where his sprightly body was hoisted into the carriage by two stout footmen.

"Foh!" said Madame Mantalini, "how he ever gets into a carriage without thinking of a hearse, I can't think. There, take the things away, my dear, take them away."

Kate, who had remained during the whole scene with her eyes modestly fixed upon the ground, was only too happy to avail herself of the permission to retire, and hastened joyfully down stairs to Miss Knag's dominion.

The circumstances of the little kingdom had greatly changed, how-
ever, during the short period of her absence. In place of Miss Knag being stationed in her accustomed seat, preserving all the dignity and greatness of Madame Mantalini's representative, that worthy soul was reposing on a large box, bathed in tears, while three or four of the young ladies in close attendance upon her, together with the presence of hartshorn, vinegar, and other restoratives, would have borne ample testimony, even without the derangement of the head-dress and front row of curls, to her having fainted desperately.

"Bless me!" said Kate, stepping hastily forward, "What is the matter?"

This inquiry produced in Miss Knag violent symptoms of a relapse; and several young ladies, darting angry looks at Kate, applied more vinegar and hartshorn, and said it was "a shame."

"What is a shame?" demanded Kate. "What is the matter? What has happened? Tell me."

"Matter!" cried Miss Knag, coming all at once bolt upright, to the great consternation of the assembled maidens; "Matter! Fie upon you, you nasty creature!"

"Gracious!" cried Kate, almost paralysed by the violence with which the adjective had been jerked out from between Miss Knag's closed teeth; "have I offended you?"

"You offended me!" retorted Miss Knag. "You! a chit, a child, an upstart nobody! Oh, indeed! Ha, ha!"

Now, it was evident as Miss Knag laughed, that something struck her as being exceedingly funny, and as the young ladies took their tone from Miss Knag—she being the chief—they all got up a laugh without a moment's delay, and nodded their heads a little, and smiled sarcastically to each other, as much as to say, how very good that was.

"Here she is," continued Miss Knag, getting off the box, and introducing Kate with much ceremony and many low curtseys to the delighted throng; "here she is—everybody is talking about her—the belle, ladies—the beauty, the—oh, you bold-faced thing!"

At this crisis Miss Knag was unable to repress a virtuous shudder, which immediately communicated itself to all the young ladies, after which Miss Knag laughed, and after that, cried.

"For fifteen years," exclaimed Miss Knag, sobbing in a most affecting manner, "for fifteen years I have been the credit and ornament of this room and the one up-stairs. Thank God," said Miss Knag, stamping first her right foot and then her left with remarkable energy, "I have never in all that time, till now, been exposed to the arts, the vile arts of a creature, who disgraces us all with her proceedings, and makes proper people blush for themselves. But I feel it, I do feel it, although I am disgusted."

Miss Knag here relapsed into softness, and the young ladies renewing their attentions, murmured that she ought to be superior to such things, and that for their part they despised them, and considered them beneath their notice; in witness whereof they called out more emphatically than before that it was a shame, and that they felt so angry, they did, they hardly knew what to do with themselves.
“Have I lived to this day to be called a fright!” cried Miss Knag, suddenly becoming convulsive, and making an effort to tear her front off.

“Oh no, no,” replied the chorus, “pray don’t say so; don’t, now.”

“Have I deserved to be called an elderly person?” screamed Miss Knag, wrestling with the supernumeraries.

“Don’t think of such things, dear,” answered the chorus.

“I hate her,” cried Miss Knag; “I detest and hate her. Never let her speak to me again; never let anybody who is a friend of mine speak to her; a slut, a hussy, an impudent artful hussy!” Having denounced the object of her wrath in these terms, Miss Knag screamed once, hiccuped thrice, and gurgled in her throat several times: slumbered, shivered, woke, came to, composed her head-dress, and declared herself quite well again.

Poor Kate had regarded these proceedings at first in perfect bewilderment. She had then turned red and pale by turns, and once or twice essayed to speak; but as the true motives of this altered behaviour developed themselves, she retired a few paces, and looked calmly on without deigning a reply. But although she walked proudly to her seat, and turned her back upon the group of little satellites who clustered round their ruling planet in the remotest corner of the room, she gave way in secret to some such bitter tears as would have gladdened Miss Knag inmost soul if she could have seen them fall.

CHAPTER XIX.

DESCRIPTIVE OF A DINNER AT MR. RALPH NICKLEBY’S, AND OF THE MANNER IN WHICH THE COMPANY ENTERTAINED THEMSELVES BEFORE DINNER, AT DINNER, AND AFTER DINNER.

The bile and rancour of the worthy Miss Knag undergoing no diminution during the remainder of the week, but rather augmenting with every successive hour; and the honest ire of all the young ladies rising, or seeming to rise, in exact proportion to the good spinster’s indignation, and both waxing very hot every time Miss Nickleby was called upstairs, it will be readily imagined that that young lady’s daily life was none of the most cheerful or enviable kind. She hailed the arrival of Saturday night, as a prisoner would a few delicious hours’ respite from slow and wearing torture, and felt, that the poor pittance for her first week’s labour would have been dearly and hardly earned had its amount been trebled.

When she joined her mother, as usual at the street corner, she was not a little surprised to find her in conversation with Mr. Ralph Nickleby; but her surprise was soon redoubled, no less by the matter of their conversation, than by the smoothed and retired manner of Mr. Nickleby himself.
"Ah! my dear!" said Ralph; "we were at that moment talking about you."

"Indeed!" replied Kate, shrinking, though she scarce knew why, from her uncle's cold glistening eye.

"That instant," said Ralph, "I was coming to call for you, making sure to catch you before you left; but your mother and I have been talking over family affairs, and the time has slipped away so rapidly—"

"Well, now, hasn't it?" interposed Mrs. Nickleby, quite insensible to the sarcastic tone of Ralph's last remark. "Upon my word, I couldn't have believed it possible, that such a—Kate, my dear, you're to dine with your uncle at half-past six o'clock to-morrow."

Triumphing in having been the first to communicate this extraordinary intelligence, Mrs. Nickleby nodded and smiled a great many times, to impress its full magnificence on Kate's wondering mind, and then flew off, at an acute angle, to a committee of ways and means.

"Let me see," said the good lady. "Your black silk frock will be quite dress enough, my dear, with that pretty little scarf, and a plain hand in your hair, and a pair of black silk stockings—Dear, dear," cried Mrs. Nickleby, flying off at another angle, "if I had but those unfortunate amethysts of mine—you recollect them, Kate, my love—how they used to sparkle, you know—but your papa, your poor dear papa—ah! there never was anything so cruelly sacrificed as those jewels were, never!" Overpowered by this agonising thought, Mrs. Nickleby shook her head in a melancholy manner, and applied her handkerchief to her eyes.

"I don't want them, mama, indeed," said Kate. "Forget that you ever had them."

"Lord, Kate, my dear," rejoined Mrs. Nickleby, pettishly, "how like a child you talk. Four-and-twenty silver tea spoons, brother-in-law, two gravies, four salts, all the amethysts—necklace, brooch, and ear-rings—all made away with at the same time, and I saying almost on my bended knees to that poor good soul, 'Why don't you do something, Nicholas? Why don't you make some arrangement?' I am sure that anybody who was about us at that time will do me the justice to own, that if I said that once, I said it fifty times a-day. Didn't I, Kate, my dear? Did I ever lose an opportunity of impressing it on your poor papa?"

"No, no, mama, never," replied Kate. And to do Mrs. Nickleby justice, she never had lost—and to do married ladies as a body justice, they seldom do lose—any occasion of inculcating similar golden precepts, whose only blemish is, the slight degree of vagueness and uncertainty in which they are usually developed.

"Ah!" said Mrs. Nickleby, with great fervour, "if my advice had been taken at the beginning—Well, I have always done my duty, and that's some comfort."

When she had arrived at this reflection, Mrs. Nickleby sighed, rubbed her hands, cast up her eyes, and finally assumed a look of meek composure, thus importing that she was a persecuted saint, but that she
wouldn't trouble her hearers by mentioning a circumstance which must be so obvious to everybody.

"Now," said Ralph, with a smile, which, in common with all other tokens of emotion, seemed to skulk under his face, rather than play boldly over it—"to return to the point from which we have strayed. I have a little party of—of—gentlemen with whom I am connected in business just now, at my house to-morrow; and your mother has promised that you shall keep house for me. I am not much used to parties; but this is one of business, and such fooleries are an important part of it sometimes. You don't mind obliging me?"

"Mind!" cried Mrs. Nickleby. "My dear Kate, why—"

"Pray," interrupted Ralph, motioning her to be silent. "I spoke to my niece."

"I shall be very glad, of course, uncle," replied Kate; "but I am afraid you will find me very awkward and embarrassed."

"Oh no," said Ralph; "come when you like, in a hackney coach—I'll pay for it. Good night—a—a—God bless you."

The blessing seemed to stick in Mr. Ralph Nickleby's throat, as if it were not used to the thoroughfare, and didn't know the way out. But it got out somehow, though awkwardly enough; and having disposed of it, he shook hands with his two relatives, and abruptly left them.

"What a very strongly-marked countenance your uncle has," said Mrs. Nickleby, quite struck with his parting look. "I don't see the slightest resemblance to his poor brother."

"Mama!" said Kate, reprovingly. "To think of such a thing!"

"No," said Mrs. Nickleby, musing. "There certainly is none. But it's a very honest face."

The worthy matron made this remark with great emphasis and elocution, as if it comprised no small quantity of ingenuity and research; and in truth it was not unworthy of being classed among the extraordinary discoveries of the age. Kate looked up hastily, and as hastily looked down again.

"What has come over you, my dear, in the name of goodness?" asked Mrs. Nickleby, when they had walked on for some time in silence.

"I was only thinking, mama," answered Kate.

"Thinking!" repeated Mrs. Nickleby. "Aye, and indeed plenty to think about, too. Your uncle has taken a strong fancy to you, that's quite clear; and if some extraordinary good fortune doesn't come to you after this, I shall be a little surprised, that's all."

With this, she launched out into sundry anecdotes of young ladies, who had had thousand pound notes given them in reticules, by eccentric uncles; and of young ladies who had accidentally met amiable gentlemen of enormous wealth at their uncles' houses, and married them, after short but ardent courtships; and Kate, listening first in apathy, and afterwards in amusement, felt, as they walked home, something of her mother's sanguine complexion gradually awakening in her own bosom, and began to think that her prospects might be brightening, and that better days might be dawning upon them. Such is hope, Heaven's own gift to struggling mortals; pervading, like some subtle
essence from the skies, all things, both good and bad; as universal as
death, and more infectious than disease.

The feeble winter's sun—and winter's suns in the city are very feeble
indeed—might have brightened up as he shone through the dim win-
dows of the large old house, on witnessing the unusual sight which
one half-furnished room displayed. In a gloomy corner, where for
years had stood a silent dusty pile of merchandise, sheltering its colony
of mice, and frowning a dull and lifeless mass upon the panelled room,
save when, responding to the roll of heavy waggons in the street without,
it quaked with sturdy tremblings and caused the bright eyes of its tiny
citizens to grow brighter still with fear, and struck them motionless,
with attentive ear and palpitating heart, until the alarm had passed
away—in this dark corner was arranged, with scrupulous care, all
Kate's little finery for the day; each article of dress partaking of that
indescribable air of jauntiness and individuality which empty garments
—whether by association, or that they become moulded as it were to
the owner's form—will take, in eyes accustomed to, or picturing the
wearer's smartness. In place of a bale of musty goods, there lay the
black silk dress: the neatest possible figure in itself. The small shoes,
with toes delicately turned out, stood upon the very pressure of some
old iron weight; and a pile of harsh discoloured leather had uncon-
sciously given place to the very same little pair of black silk stockings,
which had been the objects of Mrs. Nickleby's peculiar care. Rats
and mice, and such small gear, had long ago been starved or emi-
gated to better quarters; and in their stead appeared gloves, bands,
scarfs, hair-pins, and many other little devices, almost as ingenions in
their way as rats and mice themselves, for the tontalisation of mankind.
About and among them all, moved Kate herself, not the least beautiful
or unwonted relief to the stern old gloomy building.

In good time, or in bad time, as the reader likes to take it, for Mrs.
Nickleby's impatience went a great deal faster than the clocks at that
day at the town, and Kate was dressed to the very last hair-pin a full
hour and a half before it was at all necessary to begin to think about it
—in good time, or in bad time, the toilet was completed; and it being
at length the hour agreed upon for starting, the milkman fetched a
coach from the nearest stand, and Kate, with many adieu's to her
mother, and many kind messages to Miss La Creevy, who was to come
to tea, seated herself in it, and went away in state if ever any body
went away in state in a hackney coach yet. And the coach, and the
coachman, and the horses, rattled, and jangled, and whirled, and cursed,
and swore, and tumbled on together, till they came to Golden Square.

The coachman gave a tremendous double knock at the door, which
was opened long before he had done, as quickly as if there had been a
man behind it with his hand tied to the latch. Kate, who had ex-
pected no more uncommon appearance than Newman Noggs in a clean
shirt, was not a little astonished to see that the opener was a man in
handsome livery, and that there were two or three others in the hall.
There was no doubt about its being the right house, however, for there
was the name upon the door, so she accepted the laced coat-sleeve
which was tendered her, and entering the house, was ushered up stairs, into a back drawing-room, where she was left alone.

If she had been surprised at the apparition of the footman, she was perfectly absorbed in amazement at the richness and splendour of the furniture. The softest and most elegant carpets, the most exquisite pictures, the costliest mirrors; articles of richest ornament, quite dazzling from their beauty, and perplexing from the prodigality with which they were scattered around, encountered her on every side. The very staircase nearly down to the hall door, was crammed with beautiful and luxurious things, as though the house were brim-full of riches, which, with a very trifling addition, would fairly run over into the street.

Presently she heard a series of loud double knocks at the street-door, and after every knock some new voice in the next room; the tones of Mr. Ralph Nickleby were easily distinguishable at first, but by degrees they merged into the general buzz of conversation, and all she could ascertain was, that there were several gentlemen with no very musical voices, who talked very loud, laughed very heartily, and swore more than she would have thought quite necessary. But this was a question of taste.

At length the door opened, and Ralph himself, divested of his boots, and ceremoniously embulated with black silks and shoes, presented his crafty face.

"I couldn't see you before, my dear," he said, in a low tone, and pointing as he spoke, to the next room. "I was engaged in receiving them. Now—shall I take you in?"

"Pray uncle," said Kate, a little flurried, as people much more conversant with society often are when they are about to enter a room full of strangers, and have had time to think of it previously, "are there any ladies here?"

"No," said Ralph, shortly, "I don't know any."

"Must I go in immediately?" asked Kate, drawing back a little.

"As you please," said Ralph, shrugging his shoulders. "They are all come, and dinner will be announced directly afterwards—that's all."

Kate would have entreated a few minutes' respite, but reflecting that her uncle might consider the payment of the hackney-coach fare a sort of bargain for her punctuality, she suffered him to draw her arm through his and to lead her away.

Seven or eight gentlemen were standing round the fire when they went in, and as they were talking very loud were not aware of their entrance until Mr. Ralph Nickleby, touching one on the coat-sleeve, said in a harsh emphatic voice, as if to attract general attention—

"Lord Frederick Verisopht, my niece, Miss Nickleby."

The group dispersed as if in great surprise, and the gentleman addressed, turning round, exhibited a suit of clothes of the most superfluous cut, a pair of whiskers of similar quality, a moustache, a head of hair, and a young face.

"Eh!" said the gentleman. "What—de--daylve!"

With which broken ejaculations he fixed his glass in his eye, and stared at Miss Nickleby in great surprise.
was said Lord Frederick Verisopht.

"Well, then my ears did not deceive me, and it's not wa-a-x work," said his lordship. "How do I? I'm very happy." And then his lordship turned to another superlative gentleman, something older, something stouter, something redder in the face, and something longer upon town, and said in a loud whisper that the girl was "deyvlish pitty."

"Introduce me, Nickleby," said this second gentleman, who was lounging with his back to the fire, and both elbows on the chimney-piece.

"Sir Mulberry Hawk," said Ralph.

"Otherwise the most knowing card in the pa-ack, Miss Nickleby," said Lord Frederick Verisopht.

"Don't leave me out, Nickleby," cried a sharp-faced gentleman, who was sitting on a low chair with a high back, reading the paper.

"Mr. Pyke," said Ralph.

"Nor me, Nickleby," cried a gentleman with a flushed face and a flash air, from the elbow of Sir Mulberry Hawk.

"Mr. Pluck," said Ralph. Then wheeling about again towards a gentleman with the neck of a stork and the legs of no animal in particular, Ralph introduced him as the Honorable Mr. Snobb; and a white-headed person at the table as Colonel Chowser. The colonel was in conversation with somebody, who appeared to be a make-weight, and was not introduced at all.

There were two circumstances which, in this early stage of the party, struck home to Kate's bosom, and brought the blood tingling to her face. One was the flippant contempt with which the guests evidently regarded her uncle, and the other the easy insolence of their manner towards herself. That the first symptom was very likely to lead to the aggravation of the second it needed no great penetration to foresee. And here Mr. Ralph Nickleby had reckoned without his host; for however fresh from the country a young lady (by nature) may be, and however unacquainted with conventional behaviour, the chances are that she will have quite as strong an innate sense of the decencies and proprieties of life as if she had run the gauntlet of a dozen London seasons—possibly a stronger one, for such senses have been known to blunt in this improving process.

When Ralph had completed the ceremonial of introduction, he led his blushing niece to a seat, and as he did so, glanced warily round as though to assure himself of the impression which her unlooked-for appearance had created.

"An unexpected playsure, Nickleby," said Lord Frederick Verisopht, taking his glass out of his right eye, where it had until now done duty on Kate, and fixing it in his left to bring it to bear on Ralph.

"Designed to surprise you, Lord Frederick," said Mr. Pluck.

"Not a bad idea," said his lordship, "and one that would almost warrant the addition of an extra two and a half per cent."

"Nickleby," said Sir Mulberry Hawk, in a thick coarse voice, "take the hint, and tack it on to the other five-and-twenty, or whatever it is, and give me half for the advice."
Sir Mulberry garnished this speech with a hoarse laugh, and terminated it with a pleasant oath regarding Mr. Nickleby’s limbs, whereat Messrs. Pyke and Pluck “laughed consumedly.”

These gentlemen had not yet quite recovered the jest when dinner was announced, and then they were thrown into fresh ecstacies by a similar cause; for Sir Mulberry Hawk, in an excess of humour, shot dexterously past Lord Frederick Verisopht who was about to lead Kate down stairs, and drew her arm through his up to the elbow.

“No, damn it, Verisopht,” said Sir Mulberry, “fair play’s a jewel, and Miss Nickleby and I settled the matter with our eyes, ten minutes ago.”

“He, ha, ha!” laughed the Honourable Mr. Snobb, “very good, very good.”

Rendered additionally witty by this applause, Sir Mulberry Hawk leered upon his friends most facetiously, and led Kate down stairs with an air of familiarity, which roused in her gentle breast such disgust and burning indig nation, as she felt it almost impossible to repress. Nor was the intensity of these feelings at all diminished, when she found herself placed at the top of the table, with Sir Mulberry Hawk and Lord Verisopht on either side.

“Oh, you’ve found your way into our neighbourhood, have you?” said Sir Mulberry as his lordship sat down.

“Of course,” replied Lord Frederick, fixing his eyes on Miss Nickleby, “how can you a-ask me?”

“Well, you attend to your dinner,” said Sir Mulberry, “and don’t mind Miss Nickleby and me, for we shall prove very indifferent company, I dare say.”

“I wish you’d interfere here, Nickleby,” said Lord Verisopht.

“What is the matter, my lord?” demanded Ralph from the bottom of the table, where he was supported by Messrs. Pyke and Pluck.

“This fellow, Hawk, is monopolising your niece,” said Lord Frederick.

“He has a tolerable share of everything that you lay claim to, my lord,” said Ralph with a sneer.

“Gad, so he has,” replied the young man; “deyyle take me if I know which is master in my house, he or I.”

“I know,” muttered Ralph.

“I think I shall cut him off with a shilling,” said the young nobleman, jocosely.

“No, no, curse it,” said Sir Mulberry. “When you come to the shilling—the last shilling—I’ll cut you fast enough; but till then, I’ll never leave you—you may take your oath of it.”

This sally (which was strictly founded on fact,) was received with a general roar, above which, was plainly distinguishable the laughter of Mr. Pyke and Mr. Pluck, who were evidently Sir Mulberry’s leads in ordinary. Indeed, it was not difficult to see, that the majority of the company preyed upon the unfortunate young lord, who, weak and silly as he was, appeared by far the least vicious of the party. Sir Mulberry Hawk was remarkable for his tact in ruining, by himself
and his creatures, young gentlemen of fortune—a genteel and elegant profession, of which he had undoubtedly gained the head. With all the boldness of an original genius, he had struck out an entirely new course of treatment quite opposed to the usual method, his custom being, when he had gained the ascendancy over those he took in hand, rather to keep them down than to give them their own way; and to exercise his vivacity upon them openly and without reserve. Thus he made them butts in a double sense, and while he emptied them with great address, caused them to ring with sundry well-administered taps for the diversion of society.

The dinner was as remarkable for the splendour and completeness of its appointments as the mansion itself, and the company were remarkable for doing it ample justice, in which respect Messrs. Pyke and Pluck particularly signalised themselves; these two gentlemen eating of every dish, and drinking of every bottle, with a capacity and perseverance truly astonishing. They were remarkably fresh too, notwithstanding their great exertions: for, on the appearance of the dessert, they broke out again, as if nothing serious had taken place since breakfast.

"Well," said Lord Frederick, sipping his first glass of port, "if this is a discounting dinner, all I have to say is, deyvle take me, if it wouldn't be a good plan to get discount every day."

"You'll have plenty of it in your time," returned Sir Mulberry Hawk; "Nickleby will tell you that."

"What do you say, Nickleby?" inquired the young man; "am I to be a good customer?"

"It depends entirely on circumstances, my lord," replied Ralph.

"On your lordship's circumstances," interposed Colonel Chouzer of the Militia—and the race-courses.

The gallant Colonel glanced at Messrs. Pyke and Pluck as if he thought they ought to laugh at his joke, but those gentlemen, being only engaged to laugh for Sir Mulberry Hawk, were, to his signal discomfort, as grave as a pair of undertakers. To add to his defeat, Sir Mulberry, considering any such efforts an invasion of his peculiar privilege, eyed the offender steadily through his glass as if astounded at his presumption, and audibly stated his impression that it was an "infernal liberty," which being a hint to Lord Frederick, he put up his glass, and surveyed the object of censure as if he were some extraordinary wild animal then exhibiting for the first time. As a matter of course, Messrs. Pyke and Pluck stared at the individual whom Sir Mulberry Hawk stared at; so the poor Colonel, to hide his confusion, was reduced to the necessity of holding his port before his right eye and affecting to scrutinise its colour with the most lively interest.

All this while Kate had sat as silently as she could, scarcely daring to raise her eyes, lest they should encounter the admiring gaze of Lord Frederick Verisopht, or, what was still more embarrassing, the bold looks of his friend Sir Mulberry. The latter gentleman was obliging enough to direct general attention towards her.
“Here is Miss Nickleby,” observed Sir Mulberry, “wondering why the deuce somebody doesn’t make love to her.”

“No, indeed,” said Kate, looking hastily up, “I——” and then she stopped, feeling it would have been better to have said nothing at all.

“I’ll hold any man fifty pounds,” said Sir Mulberry, “that Miss Nickleby can’t look in my face, and tell me she wasn’t thinking so.”

“Done!” cried the noble gull. “Within ten minutes.”

“Done!” responded Sir Mulberry. The money was produced on both sides, and the Honourable Mr. Snobb was elected to the double office of stake-holder and time-keeper.

“Pray,” said Kate, in great confusion, while these preliminaries were in course of completion. “Pray do not make me the subject of any bets. Uncle, I cannot really——”

“Why not, my dear?” replied Ralph, in whose grating voice, however, there was an unusual huskiness, as though he spoke unwillingly, and would rather that the proposition had not been broached.

“It is done in a moment; there is nothing in it. If the gentlemen insist on it——”

“I don’t insist on it,” said Sir Mulberry, with a loud laugh. “That is, I by no means insist upon Miss Nickleby’s making the denial, for if she does, I lose; but I shall be glad to see her bright eyes, especially as she favours the mahogany so much.”

“So she does, and it’s too ba-a-d of you, Miss Nickleby,” said the noble youth.

“Quite cruel,” said Mr. Pyke.

“Horrid cruel,” said Mr. Pluck.

“I don’t care if I do lose,” said Sir Mulberry, “for one tolerable look at Miss Nickleby’s eyes is worth double the money.”

“More,” said Mr. Pyke.

“Far more,” said Mr. Pluck.

“How goes the enemy, Snobb?” asked Sir Mulberry Hawk.

“Four minutes gone.”

“Bravo!”

“Won’t you ma-ake one effort for me, Miss Nickleby?” asked Lord Frederick, after a short interval.

“You needn’t trouble yourself to inquire, my buck,” said Sir Mulberry; “Miss Nickleby and I understand each other; she declares on my side, and shows her taste. You haven’t a chance, old fellow. Time now, Snobb?”

“Eight minutes gone.”

“Get the money ready,” said Sir Mulberry; “you’ll soon hand over.”

“Ha, ha, ha!” laughed Mr. Pyke.

Mr. Pluck, who always came second, and topped his companion if he could, screamed outright.

The poor girl, who was so overwhelmed with confusion that she scarcely knew what she did, had determined to remain perfectly quiet; but fearing that by so doing she might seem to countenance Sir Mulberry’s boast, which had been uttered with great coarseness and vulgarity of manner, raised her eyes, and looked him in the face. There was
something so odious, so insolent, so repulsive in the look which met her, that, without the power to stammer forth a syllable, she rose and hurried from the room. She restrained her tears by a great effort until she was alone up stairs, and then gave them vent.

"Capital!" said Sir Mulberry Hawk, putting the stakes in his pocket. "That's a girl of spirit, and we'll drink her health."

It is needless to say that Pyke and Co. responded with great warmth of manner to this proposal, or that the toast was drunk with many little insinuations from the firm, relative to the completeness of Sir Mulberry's conquest. Ralph, who, while the attention of the other guests was attracted to the principals in the preceding scene, had eyed them like a wolf, appeared to breathe more freely now his niece was gone; and the decanters passing quickly round, leant back in his chair, and turned his eyes from speaker to speaker, as they warmed with wine, with looks that seemed to search their hearts and lay bare for his distempered sport every idle thought within them.

Meantime Kate, left wholly to herself, had in some degree recovered her composure. She had learnt from a female attendant, that her uncle wished to see her before she left, and had also gleaned the satisfactory intelligence, that the gentlemen would take coffee at table. The prospect of seeing them no more contributed greatly to calm her agitation, and, taking up a book, she composed herself to read.

She started now and then when the sudden opening of the dining-room door let loose a wild shout of noisy revelry, and more than once rose in great alarm, as a fancied footstep on the staircase impressed her with the fear that some stray member of the party was returning alone. Nothing occurring, however, to realise her apprehensions, she endeavoured to fix her attention more closely on her book, in which by degrees she became so much interested, that she had read on through several chapters without heed of time or place, when she was terrified by suddenly hearing her name pronounced by a man's voice close at her ear.

The book fell from her hand. Lounging on an ottoman close beside her, was Sir Mulberry Hawk, evidently the worse—if a man be a ruffian at heart, he is never the better—for wine.

"What a delightful studiousness!" said this accomplished gentleman.

"Was it real, now, or only to display the eye-lashes?"

Kate bit her lip, and looking anxiously towards the door, made no reply.

"I have looked at 'em for five minutes," said Sir Mulberry. "Upon my soul, they're perfect. Why did I speak, and destroy such a pretty little picture!"

"Do me the favour to be silent now, Sir," replied Kate.

"No, don't," said Sir Mulberry, folding his crush hat to lay his elbow on, and bringing himself still closer to the young lady; "upon my life, you oughtn't to. Such a devoted slave of yours, Miss Nickleby—it's an infernal thing to treat him so harshly, upon my soul it is."

"I wish you to understand, Sir," said Kate, trembling in spite of herself, but speaking with great indignation, "that your behaviour
offends and disgusts me. If you have one spark of gentlemanly feeling remaining, you will leave me instantly."

"Now why," said Sir Mulberry, "why will you keep up this appearance of excessive rigour, my sweet creature? Now, be more natural—my dear Miss Nickleby, be more natural—do."

Kate hastily rose; but as she rose, Sir Mulberry caught her dress, and forcibly detained her.

"Let me go, Sir," she cried, her heart swelling with anger. "Do you hear? Instantly—this moment."

"Sit down, sit down," said Sir Mulberry; "I want to talk to you."

"Unhand me, Sir, this instant," cried Kate.

"Not for the world," rejoined Sir Mulberry. Thus speaking, he leant over, as if to replace her in her chair; but the young lady making a violent effort to disengage herself, he lost his balance, and measured his length upon the ground. As Kate sprung forward to leave the room, Mr. Ralph Nickleby appeared in the door-way, and confronted her.

"What is this?" said Ralph.

"It is this, Sir," replied Kate, violently agitated: "that beneath the roof where I, a helpless girl, your dead brother's child, should most have found protection, I have been exposed to insult which should make you shrink to look upon me. Let me pass you."

Ralph did shrink, as the indignant girl fixed her kindling eye upon him; but he did not comply with her injunction, nevertheless; for he led her to a distant seat, and returning and approaching Sir Mulberry Hawk, who had by this time risen, motioned towards the door.

"Your way lies there, Sir," said Ralph, in a suppressed voice, that some devil might have owned with pride.

"What do you mean by that?" demanded his friend, fiercely.

The swollen veins stood out like sinews on Ralph's wrinkled forehead, and the nerves about his mouth worked as though some unendurable torture wrung them; but he smiled disdainfully, and again pointed to the door.

"Do you know me, you madman?" asked Sir Mulberry.

"Well," said Ralph. The fashionable vagabond for the moment quite quailed under the steady look of the older sinner, and walked towards the door, muttering as he went.

"You wanted the lord, did you?" he said, stopping short when he reached the door, as if a new light had broken in upon him, and confronting Ralph again. "Damme, I was in the way, was I?"

Ralph smiled again, but made no answer.

"Who brought him to you first?" pursued Sir Mulberry; "and how without me could you ever have wound him in your net as you have?"

"The net is a large one, and rather full," said Ralph. "Take care that it chokes nobody in the meshes."

"You would sell your flesh and blood for money; yourself, if you have not already made a bargain with the devil," retorted the other.

"Do you mean to tell me that your pretty niece was not brought here as a decoy for the drunken boy down stairs?"
Although this hurried dialogue was carried on in a suppressed tone on both sides, Ralph looked involuntarily round to ascertain that Kate had not moved her position so as to be within hearing. His adversary saw the advantage he had gained, and followed it up.

"Do you mean to tell me," he asked again, "that it is not so?" Do you mean to say that if he had found his way up here instead of me, you wouldn't have been a little more blind, and a little more deaf, and a little less flourishing than you have been? Come, Nickleby, answer me that."

"I tell you this," replied Ralph, "that if I brought her here, as a matter of business——"

"Aye, that's the word," interposed Sir Mulberry, with a laugh. "You're coming to yourself again now."

"— As a matter of business," pursued Ralph, speaking slowly and firmly, as a man who has made up his mind to say no more, "because I thought she might make some impression on the silly youth you have taken in hand and are lending good help to ruin, I knew,—knowing him—that it would be long before he outraged her girl's feelings, and that unless he offended by mere puppyism and emptiness, he would, with a little management, respect the sex and conduct even of his usurer's niece. But if I thought to draw him on more gently by this device, I did not think of subjecting the girl to the licentiousness and brutality of so old a hand as you. And now we understand each other."

"Especially as there was nothing to be got by it—eh?" sneered Sir Mulberry.

"Exactly so," said Ralph. He had turned away, and looked over his shoulder to make this last reply. The eyes of the two worthies met with an expression as if each rascal felt that there was no disguising himself from the other; and Sir Mulberry Hawk shrugged his shoulders and walked slowly out.

His friend closed the door, and looked restlessly towards the spot where his niece still remained in the attitude in which he had left her. She had flung herself heavily upon the couch, and with her head drooping over the cushion and her face hidden in her hands, seemed to be still weeping in an agony of shame and grief.

Ralph would have walked into any poverty-stricken debtor's house, and pointed him out to a bailiff, though in attendance upon a young child's deathbed, without the smallest concern, because it would have been a matter quite in the ordinary course of business, and the man would have been an offender against his only code of morality. But here was a young girl, who had done no wrong but that of coming into the world alive; who had patiently yielded to all his wishes; who had tried so hard to please him—above all, who didn't owe him money—and he felt awkward and nervous.

Ralph took a chair at some distance, then another chair a little nearer, then moved a little nearer still, then nearer again, and finally sat himself on the same sofa, and laid his hand on Kate's arm.

"Hush, my dear!" he said, as she drew it back, and her sobs burst out afresh. "Hush, hush! Don't mind it now; don't think of it."
Nicholas Nickleby.

"Oh, for pity's sake, let me go home," cried Kate. "Let me leave this house, and go home."

"Yes, yes," said Ralph. "You shall. But you must dry your eyes first, and compose yourself. Let me raise your head. There—there."

"Oh, uncle!" exclaimed Kate, clasping her hands. "What have I done—what have I done—that you should subject me to this? If I had wronged you in thought, or word, or deed, it would have been most cruel to me, and the memory of one you must have loved in some old time; but—"

"Only listen to me for a moment," interrupted Ralph, seriously alarmed by the violence of her emotions. "I didn't know it would be so; it was impossible for me to foresee it. I did all I could.—Come, let us walk about. You are faint with the closeness of the room, and the heat of these lamps. You will be better now, if you make the slightest effort."

"I will do anything," replied Kate, "if you will only send me home."

"Well, well, I will," said Ralph; "but you must get back your own looks, for those you have will frighten them, and nobody must know of this but you and I. Now let us walk the other way. There. You look better even now."

With such encouragements as these, Ralph Nickleby walked to and fro, with his niece leaning on his arm; quelled by her eye, and actually trembling beneath her touch.

In the same manner, when he judged it prudent to allow her to depart, he supported her down stairs, after adjusting her shawl and performing such little offices, most probably for the first time in his life. Across the hall, and down the steps Ralph led her too; nor did he withdraw his hand, until she was seated in the coach.

As the door of the vehicle was roughly closed, a comb fell from Kate's hair, close at her uncle's feet; and as he picked it up and returned it into her hand, the light from a neighbouring lamp shone upon her face. The lock of hair that had escaped and curled loosely over her brow, the traces of tears yet scarcely dry, the flushed cheek, the look of sorrow, all fired some dormant train of recollection in the old man's breast; and the face of his dead brother seemed present before him, with the very look it wore on so many occasions of boyish grief, of which every minutest circumstance flashed upon his mind, with the distinctness of a scene of yesterday.

Ralph Nickleby, who was proof against all appeals of blood and kindred—who was steeled against every tale of sorrow and distress—staggered while he looked, and reeled back into his house, as a man who had seen a spirit from some world beyond the grave.
CHAPTER XX.

WHEREIN NICHOLAS AT LENGTH ENCOUNTERS HIS UNCLE, TO WHOM HE EXPRESSES HIS SENTIMENTS WITH MUCH CANDOUR. HIS RESOLUTION.

Little Miss La Creevy trotted briskly through divers streets at the west end of the town early on Monday morning—the day after the dinner—charged with the important commission of acquainting Madame Mantalini that Miss Nickleby was too unwell to attend that day, but hoped to be enabled to resume her duties on the morrow. And as Miss La Creevy walked along, revolving in her mind various genteel forms and elegant turns of expression, with a view to the selection of the very best in which to couch her communication, she cogitated a good deal upon the probable causes of her young friend's indisposition.

"I don't know what to make of it," said Miss La Creevy. "Her eyes were decidedly red last night. She said she had a head-ache; head-aches don't occasion red eyes. She must have been crying."

Arriving at this conclusion, which, indeed, she had established to her perfect satisfaction on the previous evening, Miss La Creevy went on to consider as she had done nearly all night—what new cause of unhappiness her young friend could possibly have had.

"I can't think of any thing," said the little portrait painter. "Nothing at all, unless it was the behaviour of that old bear. Cross to her, I suppose? Unpleasant brute!"

Relieved by this expression of opinion, albeit it was vented upon empty air, Miss La Creevy hurried on to Madame Mantalini's; and being informed that the governing power was not yet out of bed, requested an interview with the second in command, whereupon Miss Knag appeared.

"So far as I am concerned," said Miss Knag, when the message had been delivered, with many ornaments of speech; "I could spare Miss Nickleby for evermore."

"Oh, indeed, ma'am!" rejoined Miss La Creevy, highly offended. "But you see you are not mistress of the business, and therefore it's of no great consequence."

"Very good, ma'am," said Miss Knag. "Have you any further commands for me?"

"No, I have not, ma'am," rejoined Miss La Creevy.

"Then good morning, ma'am," said Miss Knag.

"Good morning to you, ma'am; and many obligations for your extreme politeness and good-breeding," rejoined Miss La Creevy.

Thus terminating the interview, during which both ladies had trembled very much, and been marvellously polite—certain indications that they were within an inch of a very desperate quarrel—Miss La Creevy bounced out of the room, and into the street.
"I wonder who that is," said the queer little soul. "A nice person to know, I should think! I wish I had the painting of her: I'd do her justice." So, feeling quite satisfied that she had said a very cutting thing at Miss Knag's expense, Miss La Creevy had a hearty laugh, and went home to breakfast, in great good humour.

Here was one of the advantages of having lived alone so long. The little bustling, active, cheerful creature, existed entirely within herself, talked to herself, made a confidant of herself, was as sarcastic as she could be, on people who offended her, by herself; pleased herself, and did no harm. If she indulged in scandal, nobody's reputation suffered; and if she enjoyed a little bit of revenge, no living soul was one atom the worse. One of the many to whom, from straitened circumstances, a consequent inability to form the associations they would wish, and a disinclination to mix with the society they could obtain, London is as complete a solitude as the plains of Syria, the humble artist had pursued her lonely, but contented way for many years; and, until the peculiar misfortunes of the Nickleby family attracted her attention, had made no friends, though brimful of the friendliest feelings to all mankind. There are many warm hearts in the same solitary guise as poor Miss La Creevy's.

However, that's neither here nor there, just now. She went home to breakfast, and had scarcely caught the full flavour of her first sip of tea, when the servant announced a gentleman, wherewith Miss La Creevy, at once imagining a new sitter, transfixed by admiration at the street-door case, was in unspeakable consternation at the presence of the tea-things.

"Here, take 'em away; run with 'em into the bed-room; anywhere," said Miss La Creevy. "Dear, dear; to think that I should be late on this particular morning, of all others, after being ready for three weeks by half-past eight o'clock, and not a soul coming near the place!"

"Don't let me put you out of the way," said a voice Miss La Creevy knew. "I told the servant not to mention my name, because I wished to surprise you."

"Mr. Nicholas!" cried Miss La Creevy, starting in great astonishment.

"You have not forgotten me, I see," replied Nicholas, extending his hand.

"Why I think I should even have known you if I had met you in the street," said Miss La Creevy, with a smile. "Hannah, another cup and saucer. Now I'll tell you what, young man; I'll trouble you not to repeat the impertinence you were guilty of on the morning you went away."

"You would not be very angry, would you?" asked Nicholas.

"Wouldn't I!" said Miss La Creevy. "You had better try; that's all."

Nicholas, with becoming gallantry, immediately took Miss La Creevy at her word, who uttered a faint scream and slapped his face; but it was not a very hard slap, and that's the truth.

"I never saw such a rude creature!" exclaimed Miss La Creevy.

"You told me to try," said Nicholas.
“Well; but I was speaking ironically,” rejoined Miss La Creevy.

“Oh! that’s another thing,” said Nicholas; “you should have told me that, too.”

“I dare say you didn’t know, indeed!” retorted Miss La Creevy.

“But now I look at you again, you seem thinner than when I saw you last, and your face is haggard and pale. And how come you to have left Yorkshire?”

She stopped here; for there was so much heart in her altered tone and manner, that Nicholas was quite moved.

“I need look somewhat changed,” he said, after a short silence; “for I have undergone some suffering, both of mind and body, since I left London. I have been very poor, too, and have even suffered from want.”

“Good Heaven, Mr. Nicholas!” exclaimed Miss La Creevy, “what are you telling me!”

“Nothing which need distress you quite so much,” answered Nicholas, with a more sprightly air; “neither did I come here to bewail my lot, but on matter more to the purpose. I wish to meet my uncle face to face. I should tell you that first.”

“Then all I have to say about that is,” interposed Miss La Creevy, “that I don’t envy you your taste; and that sitting in the same room with his very boots, would put me out of humour for a fortnight.”

“In the main,” said Nicholas, “there may be no great difference of opinion between you and me, so far; but you will understand, that I desire to confront him; to justify myself, and to cast his duplicity and malice in his throat.”

“That’s quite another matter,” rejoined Miss La Creevy. “God forgive me; but I shouldn’t cry my eyes quite out of my head, if they choked him. Well.”

“To this end I called upon him this morning,” said Nicholas. “He only returned to town on Saturday, and I knew nothing of his arrival until late last night.”

“And did you see him?” asked Miss La Creevy.

“No,” replied Nicholas. “He had gone out.”

“Hah!” said Miss La Creevy; “on some kind, charitable business, I dare say.”

“I have reason to believe,” pursued Nicholas, “from what has been told me by a friend of mine, who is acquainted with his movements, that he intends seeing my mother and sister to-day, and giving them his version of the occurrences that have befallen me. I will meet him there.”

“That’s right,” said Miss La Creevy, rubbing her hands. “And yet, I don’t know——” she added, “there is much to be thought of——others to be considered.”

“I have considered others,” rejoined Nicholas; “but as honesty and honour are both at issue, nothing shall deter me.”

“You should know best,” said Miss La Creevy.

“In this case I hope so,” answered Nicholas. “And all I want you to do for me, is, to prepare them for my coming. They think me a
long way off, and if I went wholly unexpected, I should frighten them. If you can spare time to tell them you have seen me, and that I shall be with them a quarter of an hour afterwards, you will do me a great service."

"I wish I could do you, or any of you, a greater," said Miss La Creevy; "but the power to serve is as seldom joined with the will, as the will with the power."

Talking on very fast and very much, Miss La Creevy finished her breakfast with great expedition; put away the tea-caddy and hid the key under the fender, resumed her bonnet, and, taking Nicholas's arm, sallied forth at once to the city. Nicholas left her near the door of his mother's house, and promised to return within a quarter of an hour at furthest.

It so chanced that Ralph Nickleby, at length seeing fit, for his own purposes, to communicate the atrocities of which Nicholas had been guilty, had (instead of first proceeding to another quarter of the town on business, as Newman Noggs supposed he would), gone straight to his sister-in-law. Hence when Miss La Creevy, admitted by a girl who was cleaning the house, made her way to the sitting-room, she found Mrs. Nickleby and Kate in tears, and Ralph just concluding his statement of his nephew's misdemeanours. Kate beckoned her not to retire, and Miss La Creevy took a seat in silence.

"You are here already, are you, my gentleman?" thought the little woman. "Then he shall announce himself, and see what effect that has on you."

"This is pretty," said Ralph, folding up Miss Squeers's note; "very pretty. I recommended him—against all my previous conviction, for I knew he would never do any good—to a man with whom, behaving himself properly, he might have remained in comfort for years. What is the result? Conduct, for which he might hold up his hand at the Old Bailey."

"I never will believe it," said Kate, indignantly; "never. It is some base conspiracy, which carries its own falsehood with it."

"My dear," said Ralph, "you wrong the worthy man. These are not inventions. The man is assaulted, your brother is not to be found; this boy, of whom they speak, goes with him—remember, remember."

"It is impossible," said Kate. "Nicholas!—and a thief, too! Mama, how can you sit and hear such statements?"

Poor Mrs. Nickleby, who had at no time been remarkable for the possession of a very clear understanding, and who had been reduced by the late changes in her affairs to a most complicated state of perplexity, made no other reply to this earnest remonstrance than explaining from behind a mass of pocket-handkerchief, that she never could have believed it—thereby most ingeniously leaving her hearers to suppose that she did believe it.

"It would be my duty, if he came in my way, to deliver him up to justice," said Ralph, "my bounden duty; I should have no other course, as a man of the world and a man of business, to pursue. And yet," said Ralph, speaking in a very marked manner, and looking
furtively, but fixedly, at Kate, "and yet I would not, I would spare the feelings of his—of his sister. And his mother of course," added Ralph, as though by an afterthought, and with far less emphasis.

Kate very well understood that this was held out as an additional inducement to her, to preserve the strictest silence regarding the events of the preceding night. She looked involuntarily towards Ralph as he ceased to speak, but he had turned his eyes another way, and seemed for the moment quite unconscious of her presence.

"Everything," said Ralph, after a long silence, broken only by Mrs. Nickleby's sobs, "everything combines to prove the truth of this letter, if indeed there were any possibility of disputing it. Do innocent men steal away from the sight of honest folks, and skulk in hiding-places like outlaws? Do innocent men inveigle nameless vagabonds, and prowl with them about the country as idle robbers do? Assault, riot, theft, what do you call these?"

"A lie!" cried a furious voice, as the door was dashed open, and Nicholas burst into the centre of the room.

In the first moment of surprise, and possibly of alarm, Ralph rose from his seat, and fell back a few paces, quite taken off his guard by this unexpected apparition. In another moment, he stood fixed and immovable with folded arms, regarding his nephew with a scowl of deadly hatred, while Kate and Miss La Creevy threw themselves between the two to prevent the personal violence which the fierce excitement of Nicholas appeared to threaten.

"Dear Nicholas," cried his sister, clinging to him. "Be calm, consider—"

"Consider, Kate!" cried Nicholas, clasping her hand so tight in the tumult of his anger, that she could scarcely bear the pain. "When I consider all, and think of what has passed, I need be made of iron to stand before him."

"Or bronze," said Ralph, quietly; "there is not hardihood enough in flesh and blood to face it out."

"Oh, dear, dear!" cried Mrs. Nickleby, "that things should have come to such a pass as this!"

"Who speaks in a tone, as if I had done wrong, and brought disgrace on them?" said Nicholas, looking round.

"Your mother, Sir," replied Ralph, motioning towards her.

"Whose ears have been poisoned by you," said Nicholas; "by you—you, who under pretence of deserving the thanks she poured upon you, heaped every insult, wrong, and indignity, upon my head. You, who sent me to a den where sordid cruelty, worthy of yourself, runs wanton, and youthful misery stalks precocious; where the lightness of childhood shrinks into the heavity of age, and its every promise blights, and withers as it grows. I call Heaven to witness," said Nicholas, looking eagerly round, "that I have seen all this, and that that man knows it."

"Refute these calumnies," said Kate, "and be more patient, so that you may give them no advantage. Tell us what you really did, and show that they are untrue."
"Of what do they—or of what does he accuse me?" said Nicholas.

"First, of attacking your master, and being within an ace of qualifying yourself to be tried for murder," interposed Ralph. "I speak plainly, young man, bluster as you will."

"I interfered," said Nicholas, "to save a miserable wretched creature from the vilest and most degrading cruelty. In so doing I inflicted such punishment upon a wretch as he will not readily forget, though far less than he deserved from me. If the same scene were renewed before me now, I would take the same part; but I would strike harder and heavier, and brand him with such marks as he should carry to his grave, go to it when he would."

"You hear?" said Ralph, turning to Mrs. Nickleby. "Penitence, this!"

"Oh dear me!" cried Mrs. Nickleby, "I don't know what to think, I really don't."

"Do not speak just now, mama, I entreat you," said Kate. "Dear Nicholas, I only tell you, that you may know what wickedness can prompt, but they accuse you of—a ring is missing, and they dare to say that——"

"The woman," said Nicholas, haughtily, "the wife of the fellow from whom these charges come, dropped—as I suppose—a worthless ring among some clothes of mine, early in the morning on which I left the house. At least, I know that she was in the bed-room where they lay, struggling with an unhappy child, and that I found it when I opened my bundle on the road. I returned it at once by coach, and they have it now."

"I knew, I knew," said Kate, looking towards her uncle. "About this boy, love, in whose company they say you left?"

"That boy, a silly, helpless creature, from brutality and hard usage, is with me now," rejoined Nicholas.

"You hear?" said Ralph, appealing to the mother again, "everything proved, even upon his own confession. Do you choose to restore that boy, Sir?"

"No, I do not," replied Nicholas.

"You do not?" sneered Ralph.

"No," repeated Nicholas, "not to the man with whom I found him. I would that I knew on whom he has the claim of birth: I might wring something from his sense of shame, if he were dead to every tie of nature."

"Indeed!" said Ralph. "Now, Sir, will you hear a word or two from me?"

"You can speak when and what you please," replied Nicholas, embracing his sister. "I take little heed of what you say or threaten."

"Mighty well, Sir," retorted Ralph; "but perhaps it may concern others, who may think it worth their while to listen, and consider what I tell them. I will address your mother, Sir, who knows the world."

"Ah! and I only too dearly wish I didn't," sobbed Mrs. Nickleby. There really was no necessity for the good lady to be much distressed upon this particular head, the extent of her worldly knowledge being,
to say the least, very questionable; and so Ralph seemed to think, for he smiled as she spoke. He then glanced steadily at her and Nicholas by turns, as he delivered himself in these words:

"Of what I have done, or what I meant to do, for you, ma'am, and my niece, I say not one syllable. I held out no promise, and leave you to judge for yourself. I hold out no threat now, but I say that this boy, headstrong, wilful, and disorderly as he is, should not have one penny of my money, or one crust of my bread, or one grasp of my hand, to save him from the loftiest gallows in all Europe. I will not meet him, come where he comes, or hear his name. I will not help him, or those who help him. With a full knowledge of what he brought upon you by so doing, he has come back in his selfish sloth, to be an aggravation of your wants, and a burden upon his sister's scanty wages. I regret to leave you, and more to leave her, now, but I will not encourage this compound of meanness and cruelty, and, as I will not ask you to renounce him, I see you no more."

If Ralph had not known and felt his power in wounding those he hated, his glances at Nicholas would have shewn it him in all its force, as he proceeded in the above address. Innocent as the young man was of all wrong, every artful insinuation stung, every well-considered sarcasm cut him to the quick, and when Ralph noted his pale face and quivering lip, he hugged himself to mark how well he had chosen the taunts best calculated to strike deep into a young and ardent spirit.

"I can't help it," cried Mrs. Nickleby, "I know you have been very good to us, and meant to do a good deal for my dear daughter. I am quite sure of that; I know you did, and it was very kind of you, having her at your house and all—and of course it would have been a great thing for her, and for me too. But I can't, you know, brother-in-law, I can't renounce my own son, even if he has done all you say he has—it's not possible, I couldn't do it; so we must go to rack and ruin, Kate, my dear. I can bear it, I dare say." Pouring forth these, and a perfectly wonderful train of other disjointed expressions of regret, which no mortal power but Mrs. Nickleby's could ever have strung together, that lady wrung her hands, and her tears fell faster.

"Why do you say 'if' Nicholas has done what they say he has, mama?" asked Kate, with honest anger. "You know he has not."

"I don't know what to think, one way or other, my dear," said Mrs. Nickleby; "Nicholas is so violent, and your uncle has so much honest composure, that I can only hear what he says, and not what Nicholas does. Never mind, don't let us talk any more about it. We can go to the Workhouse, or the Refuge for the Destitute, or the Magdalen Hospital, I dare say; and the sooner we go the better." With this extraordinary jumble of charitable institutions, Mrs. Nickleby again gave way to her tears.

"Stay," said Nicholas, as Ralph turned to go. "You need not leave this place, Sir, for it will be relieved of my presence in one minute, and it will be long, very long, before I darken these doors again."

"Nicholas," cried Kate, throwing herself on her brother's shoulder, and clasping him in her arms, "do not say so. My dear brother, you
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will break my heart. Mama, speak to him. Do not mind her, Nicholas; she does not mean it, you should know her better. Uncle, somebody, for God's sake speak to him."

"I never meant, Kate," said Nicholas, tenderly, "I never meant to stay among you; think better of me than to suppose it possible. I may turn my back on this town a few hours sooner than I intended, but what of that? We shall not forget each other apart, and better days will come when we shall part no more. Be a woman, Kate," he whispered, proudly, "and do not make me one while he looks on."

"No, no, I will not," said Kate, eagerly, "but you will not leave us. Oh! think of all the happy days we have had together, before these terrible misfortunes came upon us; of all the comfort and happiness of home, and the trials we have to bear now; of our having no protector under all the sights and wrongs that poverty so much favours, and you cannot leave us to bear them alone, without one hand to help us."

"You will be helped when I am away," replied Nicholas, hurriedly. "I am no help to you, no protector; I should bring you nothing but sorrow, and want, and suffering. My own mother sees it, and her fondness and fears for you point to the course that I should take. And so all good angels bless you, Kate, till I can carry you to some home of mine, where we may revive the happiness denied to us now, and talk of these trials as of things gone by. Do not keep me here, but let me go at once. There. Dear girl—dear girl."

The grasp which had detained him, relaxed, and Kate fainted in his arms. Nicholas stooped over her for a few seconds, and placing her gently in a chair, confided her to their honest friend.

"I need not entreat your sympathy," he said, wringing her hand, "for I know your nature. You will never forget them."

He stepped up to Ralph, who remained in the same attitude which he had preserved throughout the interview, and moved not a finger.

"Whatever step you take, Sir," he said, in a voice inaudible beyond themselves, "I will keep a strict account of. I leave them to you, at your desire. There will be a day of reckoning sooner or later, and it will be a heavy one for you if they are wronged."

Ralph did not allow a muscle of his face to indicate that he heard one word of this parting address. He hardly knew that it was concluded, and Mrs. Nickleby had scarcely made up her mind to detain her son by force if necessary, when Nicholas was gone.

As he hurried through the streets to his obscure lodging, seeking to keep pace, as it were, with the rapidity of the thoughts which crowded upon him, many doubts and hesitations arose in his mind and almost tempted him to return. But what would they gain by this? Supposing he were to put Ralph Nickleby at defiance, and were even fortunate enough to obtain some small employment, his being with them could only render their present condition worse, and might greatly impair their future prospects, for his mother had spoken of some new kindnesses towards Kate which she had not denied. "No," thought Nicholas, "I have acted for the best."
But before he had gone five hundred yards, some other and different feeling would come upon him, and then he would lag again, and pulling his hat over his eyes, give way to the melancholy reflections which pressed thickly upon him. To have committed no fault, and yet to be so entirely alone in the world; to be separated from the only persons he loved, and to be proscribed like a criminal, when six months ago he had been surrounded by every comfort, and looked up to as the chief hope of his family—this was hard to bear. He had not deserved it either. Well, there was comfort in that; and poor Nicholas would brighten up again, to be again depressed, as his quickly-shifting thoughts presented every variety of light and shade before him.

Undergoing these alternations of hope and misgiving, which no one, placed in a situation of even ordinary trial, can fail to have experienced, Nicholas at length reached his poor room, where, no longer borne up by the excitement which had hitherto sustained him, but depressed by the revulsion of feeling it left behind, he threw himself on the bed, and turning his face to the wall, gave free vent to the emotions he had so long stifled.

He had not heard anybody enter, and was unconscious of the presence of Smike, until, happening to raise his head, he saw him standing at the upper end of the room, looking wistfully towards him. He withdrew his eyes when he saw that he was observed, and affected to be busied with some scanty preparations for dinner.

"Well, Smike," said Nicholas, as cheerfully as he could speak, "let me hear what new acquaintances you have made this morning, or what new wonder you have found out in the compass of this street and the next one."

"No," said Smike, shaking his head mournfully; "I must talk of something else to-day."

"Of what you like," replied Nicholas, good-humouredly.

"Of this;" said Smike. "I know you are unhappy, and have got into great trouble by bringing me away. I ought to have known that, and stopped behind—I would, indeed, if I had thought it then. You—you—are not rich: you have not enough for yourself, and I should not be here. You grow," said the lad, laying his hand timidly upon that of Nicholas, "you grow thinner every day; your cheek is paler, and your eye more sunk. Indeed I cannot bear to see you so, and think how I am burdening you. I tried to go away to-day, but the thought of your kind face drew me back. I could not leave you without a word." The poor fellow could get no further, for his eyes filled with tears, and his voice was gone.

"The word which separates us," said Nicholas, grasping him heartily by the shoulder, "shall never be said by me, for you are my only comfort and stay. I would not lose you now, for all the world could give. The thought of you has upheld me through all I have endured to-day, and shall, through fifty times such trouble. Give me your hand. My heart is linked to yours. We will journey from this place together, before the week is out. What, if I am steeped in poverty? You lighten it, and we will be poor together."
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